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ALliUQUEKQUK, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY la, 1903

1G

GRAND SPEECH

Ing with contests. Neither house was
in session this morning.

WIDENEDJNQUIRY

Indicted for Manslaughter.
Pittsfleid, Mass., Jan. 13 The grand
In the case of Euclid Madden and Evidence Showing Combine to
Senator Foraker Making Rous- jury
James T. Kelly today reported an indictment against each, charging maning Speech for Statehood.
Create Coal Famine.
slaughter. These men were in charge
of tlie electric car which last August
ran Into the carriage of President
EDITOR SHOT IN SOUTH CAROLINA Roosevelt, with the result that the se- LANDMARK OF JESUITS REMOVED
cret service agent, William Craig, was
killed.
Congress in Session
Bad State of Affairs Brewing in
Patients Removed.
Regardless of the severity of the
, in New York City.
Colorado Politics.
weather the patients of the Santa Fe
were
from
hospital
removed
Pacific
Dr. Cutter's tent hospital to a ward in
TITTSFIELD STREET CAR MAN INDICTED the St. Joseph's sanitarium.
The ward THE STEAMER ST. LOUIS LOST AT SEA
secured for the Santa Fe Pacific patients is what was called the ladies
Chicago, Jan. 13. On new developX ward and is composed of a suite of
N Special to The Citizen.
the
Washington, Jan. 15. Senator
rooms on the second floor of the east ments in the coal investigation
wing of the handsome new sanitarium special grand jury has widened its
Foraker is making a grand speech
X in favor of the omnilms statehood
building. At 3 o'clock this afternoon scope of inquiry. On information re1.111.
He said that the New Mex- none of the patient's moved were the ceived late yesterday subpoenas have
ico railroads are worth more than
worse for the morning's airing. The been sent to the sheriff of Sangamon
new quarters are a big Improvement county for the appearance before It of
all the property in Indiana and
Coal
V Minnesota when those states over the improvised tents that did Charles A. Starne, of the Vlrden comcompany and the West End coal
good service In emergency.
N were admitted.
pany, of Springfield: Terrence Casey,
General Staff Bill.
of the Willlamsville Coal company,
15.
senate
Washington.
The
Jan.
and L. W. Senseney, of the Alton &
SOUTHERN TRAGEDY.
committee on military affairs today Auburn Coal company, at Auburn. The
Prominent South Carolina Editor Shot authorized favorable report on the evidence of the men from the Springgeneral staff bill which passed the. field district, It is said, will form the
by Lieutenant Governor.
house a week ago.
connecting link in the chain of eviGonM.
C.
Columbia, S. C, Jan. 15.
dence showing agreements between
zales, editor rf The State, was shot
down on the street here today by Hon. TERRITORIAL SUPREME COURT the operators of Illinois and Indiana.
Several witnesses summoned for yes
James H. Tillman, lieutenant governor
terday were heard today after which
of South Carolina. The wound is in
the grand jury gave its attention to
the stomach and may be serious.
Editor Gonzales was on his way Decisions Handed Down in Several the volume of documentary evidence.
home to dinner when he met Mr. TillImportant Cases.
THE JESUITS.
man.
Tillman was accompanied by
two state senators. It is said that not
Removal of a Historic Landmark of
a word was spoken as the editor and
REHEARING IN A BERNALILLO CASE
lieutenant governor met face to face.
the Order.
Tillman Instantly drew a revolver, it is
Md., Jan. 15. The final
Baltimore,
said by eye witnesses, and placing It
The territorial supreme court met closing today of the historic old noviclose to the body of Gonzales fired
tiate at Frederick, Md., marks an
without a word. Gonzales staggered yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock with epoch In the career of
the Jesuits,
and then catching bis balance turned Chief Justice Mills presiding, and As- which order has been prominent in
the
toward the man who had shot him. sociate Justices John R. McFie, F..W. affairs of Maryland since
landing
the
In
smoking
revolver
Tillman had the
rarker and B. S. Baker present. Clerk of Calvert In 1634. The novitiate ban
his hand with the muzzle pointed at J. D. Sena and Solicitor General Bart-let- t been removed to St.
the wounded man.
were also present.
for the reason, it is said, that
"Coward," shouted Gonzales as he
Decisions were handed down In the the south has ceased to be the center
was caught by parties who had rushed following cases:
from which novices are procured and
to his assistance. Lieutenant Governor
No. 882, Territory of New Mexico,
the eastern states, particularly
Tillman was immediately placed under appellee, vs. David Baca, appellant, that
New York, are more helpful to the soarrest and Gonzales was hurriedly car- appeal from district court of Socorro ciety
In this way than in the past.
ried to the office of the Columbia State, county. Reversed and remanded.
The
old noviatiate property at Fredwhere medical aid was summoned. In
No. 928, Territory of New Mexico,
was bought in the early part'of
the city the wildest excitement pre- appellee, vs. Levi Claypool, et al, ap- erick
the last century and is within a stone's
vailed and thousands congregated at pellants, appeal from
court
of
district
of Barbara Friet-chl- e
the scene of the shooting and at the Socoro county. Reversed and remand- throwandof ofthethehome
grave
of Francis Scott
newspaper office. Gonzales at this
Key. Recently the property,
ed.
which
hour, 3 p. m., is still In his office. He
No. 931, U. S. Stewart, appellant, vs. had been offered to Cardinal Gibbons,
perfectly
rational
declares
is
and
that Board of County Commissioners Ber- and refused, was sold to private parhe has given no recent offense for the nalillo county, appellee,
appeal from ties and will be cut up Into building
shooting.
court Bernali.lo county. Re- lots.
The cause of the shooting is sup- district
hearing granted.
From 1C34 to 1810, the Jesuits, alposed to date back to the recent camNo. 970, Territory of New Mexico, though they ministered in Maryland,
paign, when Editor Gonzales made a appellee,
vs. Miguel Muniz, appellant, were all educated abroad. The novihard fight against Tillman. Tillman is appeal
district court of Chaves tiate at Frederick was established In
under arrest. He declines to make county. from
Rehearing
1810 and the majority of the members
denied.
report
any statement.
Physicians
No. 975, Territory of New Mexico, of the Jesuit order in this country and
later that the wound may be fatal.
appellee, vs. Joseph Taylor, appellant, who have belonged to the order within
appeal from district court Chaves the last century were educated there,
Gonzales Dying.
Atlanta, Ga, Jan. 10. A message county. Judgment of lower court af- which consequently renders It an Imfirmed.
portant place In the estimation of the
from Columbia at 3:25 p. m. says:
No. 987, Margarito Romero, adminis- fathers.
Colonel Gonzales is still alive. He
The new institution located on the
is now unconscious and sinking rapid- trator, appellant, vs. The A., T. & S. F.
ly. It Is reported now that Gonzales Railway company, appellee, appeal Hudson is magnificent and complete
may have precipitated the trouble and from district court San Miguel county. intevery particular. It starts on its
career with about 300 novices in
it is said that Tillman's words follow- Argued and submitted.
charge of Rev. J. H. O'Rourke, rector
ing the shooting were:
"I got your
MONTE CRISTO."
of the novitiate.
message."
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Andrews-on-the-Hudso-

Senatorial Election.
Denver, Jan. 15. Governor Peabody,
it is said, will call out the militia of
the state to establish the rights of the
proposed republican "rump" senate to
the occupancy of the senate chambers.
This Is alleged to b the Bentlment expressed at a secret conference of republican legislators last night, but no
decision was reached on the matter
and it is not believed that the governor would agree to such an arrangement.

Presented at Colombo Hall Last Night
Rip Van Winkle Tonight.
The presentation or Monte Cristo, a
drama that never fails to make a
strong Impression on the audience, by
company attracted
the Krause-Taylo- r
a large house.
J. C. Taylor, as the "Count de Monte
Cristo," held the crowded house by his
excellent and clever acting.
The company in every way demonstrated their ability to handle this stirring old drama in a manner that pleased the expectant audience.
There Is no doubt In the minds of
the theater goers but that the Krause-Taylo- r
company will give a good presentation of all the plays scheduled for
the remainder of the week.
Several clever specialties between
the acts changed the atmosphere of
tragedy and pathos into amusement
and mirthful laughter.
Rip Van Winkle, the celebrated old
drama, which has been Identified with
the success of Joseph Jeffereon will
be presented tonight.
Tomorrow night Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde will be given.

Election Contest.
Denver, Jan. 15. The house committee on elections beard democratic testimony this morning. It was a general
f.enial that there was any conspiracy
to carry the election ly fraud. It is
now believed that not more than six
democrats will be removed, giving the
(republicans a majority of one on joint
ballot, unless republican senators are
removed. The senate committee on
lections also were busy all the morn- -

Membership.
post, No. 5, Grand
Army of the Republic, was increased
by fire new members taken in at the
meeting Tuesday night. The Woman's
Relief Corps was also increased In
membership by an addition of five new
members.
These worthy societies made remarkable Increases last year, which,
It Is hoped, will be equaled the ensuing
year. They have made a good start.

May Lynch Tillman.
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 15. A special to
the Journal from Columbia says the
wiidest excitement prevails there at
this hour, 4 p. m. Open threats are
made to lynch Tillman. Gonzales is
said to be dying at the hospital. It Is
understood that his friends are rallying there in the streets. Tillman, who
Is held at police barracks
under a
heavy guard, still declines to mane any
statement whatever.

COLORADO

POLITICS.

Bad Condition of Affairs Brewing Over

Increased

G.

K. Warren

CONGRESS.
Important Convention to Be Held in
New York City.
New York, Jan. 15. The
customs congress, one of the three
International gatherings arranged for
by the
congress held In
Mexico two years ago, was formally
opened In this city today. With but
one or two minor exceptions every republic of the western world is represented at the congress. The United
States is represented by Collector
Stranaban, of the port of New York,
William It. Grace, of New
York, city; George W. Whitehead, appraiser of customs at New York; I. F.
Fischer, president of the board of general appraisers; Special Deputy Collector J. J. Couch and Commissioner of
Navigation Chamberlain.
The congress will endeavor to reach
an understanding which will simplify
between the
commercial intercourse
United States and the
republics and aaopt a universal American form of consular manifest, so that
the varying customs of regulations
may be simplified at least by a common mode of presentation of business
at the various ports. The bureau of
American republics at Washington will
be the distributing point for regulations suggested by the congress.
The United States delegates will, of
course, take a leading part in the congress, but It Is the aim of the representatives of this government not to attempt anything like a control of the
meeting.
Nevertheless, the United
n

n

States delegates will present certain
matters forcibly In the expectation
that the best Interests of the congress

THE RESOLUTIONS

will be promoted, and that some similarity of administration among all the
republics of this hemisphere will be Live
secured.

STEAMER
The

Good

Ship

Probably
Sea.

New York, Jan. 15.

Lest at

Quiet;

New York Money.
New York, Jan. 15. Money on call

steady at 4 per cent. rime mercantile
paper at 5(5',. Silver,

"ACCIDENTAL," FIRES.
What an Old Time Insurance Agent
Says on the New Subject
"Hereafter," said a well known local insurance agent, "all fires In Albuquerque must be designated as 'accidental,' " and the agent immediately
commenced a jolly laugh.
"Say," continued the gentleman, "if
a fellow sprinkled coal oil or some
other Inflammable fluid throughout
your store, residence or yard, and applies a match the fire Is 'accidental.'
Not much. In the eyes of the fire Insurance companies. There has been
some awfully suspicious fires In Albuquerque, which, not uutll now, has
either of the city daHy papers called
'accidental,' and some of the fires will
never go down in the history of Albuquerque as 'accidental' fires. Wonder
if the man who gave credence to the
'accidental fire Btory' can say truthfully that the fire at a certain lodging
house a few years ago and before the
present proprietor took charge, was
'accidental,'
when half a dozen or
more rooms were discovered to be on
fire almost at the same time.
"If there ever was a fire in Albuquerque, where fire bugs got In their
work, It was at the J. C. Baldrldge fire,
and the Insurance that gentleman carried, only $6,000, did not pay more
than
of his entire loss, but
there are others, very suspicious, and
the list Is a long one, for I have been
in the fire insurance business here for
over fifteen years and know whereof
I speak.
"The daily newspapers of the city, in
their reports of fires which could not
be fully explained, have thrown out
some strong insinuations, but the evil
will probably continue as long as inflammable oils are used and matches
are manufactured."
one-fourt- h

BARRETT FINED.
For Slugging Tagliaferri He Will Have
to Pay $25 and Costs.
Robert Barrett, an apprentice of the
Santa Fe machine shops, who was arrested for lieating up watchman Nick
Tagliaferri, was fined $25 and costs.
The case was tried before the police
judge a few days ago and taken under
advisement. On account of Barrett's
age, and this being the first offense he
has ever been charged with, the court
was as lenient with him as possible. If
the case had been turned over to the
grand jury It Is hardly possible he
would have been convicted on the evidence in the case.
That the boys were trespassers and
had no business on the company's
property is beyond question. Yet at
the same time there would have been
no fight had not Tagliaferri courted It
by throwing a plank in front of the
moving car, which miKht have injured
Bome of the boys for life.
This will be a warning for the shop
Uiys to keep away from the yards on
Sundays and holidays when they are
not working.

I.atln-Amerlca-

Death of Little Son.
Clifford, the Cnionths-olson of
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Owings, died
this morning at the home on Third
street.

Mr. and Mrs. Owings came to Albuquerque about three weeks ago from
Circleville, Kan., for Mrs. Owings'
health. The child was taken sick several days ago and all medical treatment was of no avail.
The funeral will take place at 2
o'clock this afternoon. Interment at
Fairvlew cemetery.

Subscribe for The Citizen.

New Mexico

history.
Attorney M. E. Hlckey has been
elected president of the club. It will
continue to meet In the office of Attorney A. B. McMllIen.

BILL

JHE

Roosevelt Approves

Sus-

Bill

pending Duty on Coal.
PRICE OF COAL IN CITY OF LONDON

WANT THE HOMESTEADS ENLARGED

this morning the overdue American
line steamer St. Louis from Southampton and Cherbourg had not been reported. There was quite a crowd at
the office of the American line asking
for news of the St. Louis, most of the
people being friends and relatives of
passengers.
The Spanlnli steamship
Montevideo docked today.
Her captain said that the steamer had come
over the southern .route but had not
sighted the St. Louis., The American
line did not attach much Importance
to this failure to sight the boat as they
said the St. LouIb would not take the
southern route.

SIGNED

The program for the year Is In most

BACK FROM EL PASO.

Up to 9 o'clock

New York Metal.
New York, Jan. 15. Lead
$4.12V,. topper Unchanged.

the club has only been In existence the
past, three months, the pamphlet gives
evidence that It has necome a permanent organization.

Desire every instance a study of

Stock Convention
Laws Changed.

ST. LOUIS.

NUMBER 354

Needed President Marron, of Territorial Fair,
Returns to the City.
Hon. O. N. Marron, president of the
Changes in the Arid Region.
territorial fair of 1903, who with Sec
retary P. F. McCanna and Sheriff T.
CONVENTION
WILL ADJOURN TOMORROW 8. Hubbell. went to Kl Paso Monday
night to spend a few days at the carnival, has returned and with htm comes
Kansas City, Jan. 13. At the third Btorles of the big doings at toe Pass
day's session of the National Live city.
He was there for the opening and It
Stock convention many papers were
read and discussed and a flood of reso- came with a boom. He says that the
lutions were Introduced and consid- city was crowded and that the crowds
ered. The convention will finish Its were being entertained and being takwork tomorrow and will be followed en care of admirably. The attractions
on Saturday by the annual meeting of are well selected and ample.
Sheriff Hubbell and Secretary Mcthe wool growers' association, at which
Important action regarding the range Canna remained at El Paso.
problem is expected.
Frank Harrison, owner of some 'valu
One of the most Important resolu- able Albuquerque real estate, is in the
contions introduced In the live stock
city from Fort Worth, Texas. He is
vention today Bought to heal the long In splendid health, and carries around
standing bitterness existing between an aldermanlc physique.
cattlemen and sheepmen over the quesA. R. Robertson, of
tion of ranges.
ON TO WASHINGTON.
Texas, yesterday Introduced a resolution calling for the amendment of the
laws regulating the grazing on public
lands and approving the leasing of Judge McMillan Will. Controvert and
such lands in states where such a
policy Is desired by the people. This
Disprove Charges Against Him.
was referred to the executive committee and finally, laid upon the table. In
'
its place the following substitute resoCANDIDATES FOR THE OFFICE,
lutions, prepared by a cattleman and
which, it Is said, is approved by sheepmen and by many of the cattlemen,
Yeeterday, The Citizen published a
was Indorsed:
Washington special dispatch, giving
"Resolved, That the laws governing the use of the public lands of the Information that a New Mexico deleUnited States have become outgrown gation had called upon President
and obsolete, owing t the rapid ad- Roosevelt' and recommended the revance of civilization and we believe moval of Judge U. H. McMillan, of the
that the time has come when congress Fifth Judicial district, and the appoint
should take action looking toward nient of Judge A. A. Freeman, of Carls
laws that will recognize the changed bad.
conditions and will encourage the setCharges had been filed at Washingtlement and improvement of the larg- ton against Judge McMillan, and the
est possible area and provide protec- dispatch fays that the president detion to the settlers using said lands for clared that McMillan would have to
grazing purposes.
answer charges made agalnBt him
"Resolved, That we approve the sug- relative to hla conduct while on the
gestion of President Roosevelt In bis bench or resign.
last annual message to congress, that
In connection with the above dis
larger areas of these semi-arilands patch. Judge McMillan left Santa Fe,
should be allowed for a homestead, where he was attending territorial su
and that a commission of experts be preme court, yesterday morning for
appointed to Investigate the present Washington, carrying with him a large
existing condition and suggest to con number of affidavits and facts to congress remedies that will be fair and trovert and disprove the charges made
jiiBt and will build up rather than re against him. It seems that be has
tard the growth and Improvement of never been furnished with a copy of
the wst.
the charges and he goes to Washing'
"Resolved, That a memorial from ton for the purpose of obtaining such
this convention be prepared calling the copy, and to answer the charges la deattention of congress as briefly as pos tall. A special agent of the departslble to the fact that the present land ment of Justlve spent several weeks In
laws encourage the destruction of the this territory Investigating charges
forage npon the public lands and re- and preparing a report upon them, but
tard Improvement and settlement; of this Judge McMillan had no official
that the memorial petition congress to knowledge, and the special agent nev
adopt the suggestion of President er called upon him for any defense or
Roosevelt to appoint a commission of dlsproval of the charges.
experts to make a careful lnvestlga
News from Washington is to the ef
tlon into the actual conditions now fect that Judge Clement S. Smith, of
prevailing and to suggest new laws Michigan, one of the district judges of
that will benefit sections of the coun that state, and who is now upon the
try, the varied and conflicting condi- bench, stands a very good chance for
tions existing In the various sections appointment Bhould Judge McMillan
of the west being tne principal obsta- resign. Judge Smith is said to be pushcle that has prevented the stockmen ed for the position by United States
from agreeing among themselves upon Senator J. C. Burrows, of Michigan.
a plan for a change in the laws, as the
Those who are pretty well acquaintlaw that would benefit one section ed with the circumstances of the case
would cause loss anu ruin to another, believe that Judge McMillan will be
fully able to vindicate himself and to
where different conditions prevailed.
"Resolved, That Bald memorial be disprove the allegation and charges
prepared immediately and presented made against htm, although it is unto the present session of congress with derstood that the report of the special
an urgent appeal that action bo taken agent in this case is unfavorable and
to the end that this grave question sustains part of the allegations and
may be settled at an early date and to charges made against Judge McMilthe further end that congress may not lan.
act hastily and unadvisedly in (bang
CHARLES ZEIGER CUT.
ing the present laws until properly in
formed through its commission of ex
perts as to the actual prevailing condi In a Fight In His Barroom at El Paio
With Tom White.
tions In all sections."
Charles Zelger was cut several
Several important resolutions were
adopted by the cattlemen today. One times about the face and neck by Tom
was by J. W. Robinson, of Kansas, fav White in a scuffle and fight in tne
orlng an amendment to the Interstate Zelger bar last night shortly after mids
commerce law so as to grant to that night, but the wounds were not
and Mr. Zelger is reported as
commission power to adjust freight
rates and put, into full force and effect resting easy this morning.
White formerly had a cigar stand
rulings till reversed or modified by
the courts. A resolution by C. W. In the same building occupied by the
Maker, of Illinois, reaffirming the asso- Zelger hotel and bar.
How the trouble originated could
forty-hou- r
ciation's attitude on the
law which provides for the exten- not be learned. The saloon was crowdsion of time that cattle can be con- ed at the time of the affray and friends
fined in cars without unloading, which separated the two men as soon as it
was seen that White was using a
was adopted after some discussion.
knife.
One of Mr. Zelger's wounds Is said
Program for the Year.
to have come near severing the jugular
A neat little pamphlet has been pubvein In his neck. El Paso Heraild.
lished by the Albuquerque Historical
club, containing the club's program of
Col. J. L. Morris is reported quite
study for the ensuing year. Although sick at his rooms on First avenue.
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Senate Committee Agree to Favorablr
Report Cuban Reclprccitj Treaty.
SWEDEN

A

SUFFERING

FAMINE,

FROM A

. Washington, Jan. 15. The pres- - SC
ident signed the bill suspending St
the duty on coal at 1 o'clock this SS
8C
afternoon.

Passed Hoar Resolution.
Washington, Jan. 15. The senate
today passed the resolution introduced
by Mr. Hoar yesterday, calling upon
the president to inform the senate
what government is now existing- - in
the Island of Guam and asking why
Mablni is detained in that island. '
The Vest resolution regarding the
removal of duty on coal was taken up
and Mr. Tillman resumed bla remarks.
He declared that the railroads are absolutely In the saddle on the coal
question. They mine and market coal
and fix the price, ha charged, without
regard to a solitary independent operator. He said it Was an Infamy the.
way the press of the country waa prostituted and lending itself to befuddle
the minds of the people and deceive
them into the Idea that the railroads
are willing and anxious to relieve the
distress occasioned by the coal famine.
but that somebody, somewhere, call
ed an independent operator, is respon
sible for the present condition of affairs..
Upon the conclusion. .of . Mr. Tltt- man's remarks Mr. Bpooner stated
that several seuators desired" to speak:'"''
on the resolution and asked that it go '
over, which was agreed to.
The statehood bill was then taken
up and Mr. Foraker, of Ohio, spoke in
favor of the omnibus bill, granting,
statehood to Oklahoma, Arlrona and
--

--

New Mexico.

Cuban Reciprocity Treaty.
Washington, Jan. 15. The senate
committee on foreign relations today-agreeto report the Cuban reciprocity
treaty to the senate with two amendments.
The first Is the guarantee
against a further reduction of the
sugar tariff which was adopted yesterday and the other makes a reduction
of 40 per cent in the reduction of the
duty on American cattle exported to
Cuba instead of 20 per cent, as provided in the treaty, as it was originally
transmitted to the senate. Senators
Bacon and Bailey cast their votes
against the resolution for a favorable
report, but all the other votes were
in the affirmative.
d

Army Bill.
Washington, Jan. 15. Without preliminary business the bouse today resumed consideration of the army appropriation bill.
Without further amendment the bill
was passed.
Mr. Dalzell, of Pennsylvania, from
the committee on rules, then present-ed a special rule to make the senate
department of commerce bill a coo- tinning order until disposed of, not to
Interfere with the appropriation bills
or other privileged reports. The rule
was adopted and under its terms the
house proceeded to the conslderatloa.
of the measure.
COAL

IN LONDON.

Price Little Affected by the Action of
Congress.
London, Jan. lo. Prices in the London coal market thus far have not
been affected by the action of congress
in providing a rebate of duties on ail
coal for a year and placing anthracite
on the free list, though a better feeling prevails.
No further large orders have yet
The
been received from America.
most Important houses do not expect
large exports of coal to the United
States. They believe that Canadian
coal will chiefly benefit by the rebate
c! titles.
It Is added that nearly all the Kng-lls- h
coal heretofore sent to America
was ordered by speculators, the leading American merchants not being
buyers on account of the length of
time required to arrange for large
shipments from Kngland.
Famine in Sweden.
London, Jan. 15. Telegrams from
Stockholm confirm the distressing accounts of famine in northern Sweden,
where 30,000 people are affected. Beside the failure of crops there Is extreme scarcity of fish.

.
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have the floor for a couple of weeks.
a
Allison, the chairman of the appropriao
ON YOUR BACK
tion commltee, Is also fearful that
D
0
some of the big supply bills will fall,
Prescription Druggists
wnich would Inevitably make necessary an extra session of congress. All
WITH AMPLE MEANS
these Influences are at work to force
o
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
a vote on the omnibus bill.
Extraordinary
efforts have been
In married life is generally
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
made to Influence Quay to let statettia-lon an equal footing
hood slide until next congress but he
of health in man and wife.'
Careful Attention Oiven to Prescription Work
remains as firm as a rock, and Informs
But how soon, in many
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITOR3 EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
cases, the wife loses the
comers that nothing can be done
AND 80LICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
Oppoalte Atvarado Hotel
The Alvarado Pharmacy,
start ami fades in face and
until a fair vote Is taken on the
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.
fails in flesh, while her
omnibus Mil. The report that Quay
husband
grows
even
more
proposition
was disposed to favor the
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
rugged and robust.
to merge Arizona and New Mexico is
ministrations and at all times.
There is one chief cause
M. 8. OTERO, President.
lEifijn,
Daily
j$Jfeuqurr(ut.
It Ib time the voire of the poople a mistake. He wants all three terfor this wifely failure and
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
A territory which ritories admitted.
thnt is, the failure of the
should be hoard.
WM. MclNTOSH
80LOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
UUG1IE3 A McCREIQHT, Publishers has not sufficient ambition to battle-fowomanly health.
When
It Is now regarded as absolutely cerJ. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
is
there
irregularity
or
an
Its right to become a sovereign tain that none of the Important measEditor
HwhM
unhealthy drain, inflamDEPOSITORY
FOR
ATCHISON,
&
H. T. McCrelbl....MT. and City Editor state, is fit only for subordinate posi- ures can be considered until the
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E. W. Barrptt Is a new brakeruan on tween Fort Scott and Afton.

Arcadia

and Cherryvale and Glrard and Joplin,
the Rio Grande division.
the division
C. J. Mix, of the planing mill de- was conferring with
partment of the local shops, is laying officials regarding the trouble. At this
time of year the roadbed Is always
oft for a few days.
"Eoft" and in bad shape, and the strike
Conductor A. P. Gatchell Is back at
the section men leaves the road In
work again after laying off a couple of of
a critical condition. Within a few days
weeks suffering from rheumatism.
the roadbed will be in such 6hape that

S. S. Newberry, traveling passenger
gent for the Colorado & Southern,
was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Ed Sears, the popular and efficient
engineer, who has been off for one
trip, has reported for duty pulling passenger trains.
There are five switch crews working
In the Las Vegas yards. Two of these
work in the day, two at night and one
on the Ice train.
Capers. Powell and O'Conner, railroad contractors of El Paso, have reon the construcceived a
tion of the Santa Fe cut off.
Sam Atkinson, claim agent for the
Pecos Valley line, who has been spending several days in the city as a guest
of D. Uosenwald, left last night for
his home at Roswell.
The El Paso & Northeastern Railroad company will soon send a batch
of about 100 artistically colored photo
views out by way of advertising the attractions along that line.
E. Romero, of Las Vegas, a brother
to Ben Romero, who has been In the
employ of the Harvey system for the
last ten years, left for Los Anirelea to
spend a well earnea vacation.
Conductor Hubbard Is laid off for repairs. He sustained a broken rib, the
other day, while on the mountain by
his train parting and coming together
with such force as to throw him to the
ground.
A. M. Turner, for the past several
motnhs the accommodating day ticket
clerk at the local station, has been
transferred to Dodge City, Kan. A
new mau will arrive from Topeka tonight to relieve him.
A special, consisting of five baggage
cars and a Pullman, came In Monday
night as second No. 8, and went east
as the same. The baggage cars were
loaded with silk, and the Pullman contained the parties having the shipment
In charge.
R. M. Splvey, Jr., whose father is
prominently connected with the Santa
Fe company In an official caiclty, arrived from Topeka and accepted the
day clerkship at the Castaneda hotel,
Las Vegas, succeeding J. H. Henderson, who is now a clerk in Las Vegas

unless the section men are back to
work, the trains will have to run slow
to avoid disaster.
One Hundred Dollar a Box.
Is the value H. A. Tlsdale, Summerton,
S. C, places on De Witt's Witch Hazel
Salve. He says: "I had the piles for
20 years.
I tried many doctors and
medicines, but all failed except De
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It cured
me." It Is a combination of the healing
properties of Witch Hazel with antiseptics and emollients; relieves and
permanently
cures blind, bleeding
Itching and protruding piles, sores,
cuts, bruises eczema, salt rheum and
all skin diseases. J. H. O'Rielly & Co,
and B. II. Briggs & Co.
Lee Muehleiscn. for years the binder
at the New Mexican Printing company,
Santa Fe, will pass down the road for

El Paso tonight, where he accepts a
position In a bindery there. R. B. Phil-

lips, of El Paso, takes the place made
vacant at the New Mexican office.
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ALBUQUERQUE-DAIL-

western steers, $2.75
$2.G07.00;
western cows, $1.9003.25.
Receipts, 3,000 head; market
Hog
strong to Dc higher; bulk of sales, $6.35
6.50; heavy, $6.4006.65; packers. $6
0 6.45; medium, $6.30S 6.K2H ; light.
$6.0506.35; yorkers, 5.3i6.35; pigs,
$5.2506.
Sheep Receipts 8,000. with margct
steady. Muttons, $3.0004.10; lambs,
range wethers, $3,000
$3.6O0'5.45;
4.C0; ewes, $3.0004.20.

Auers

1903

6.00;

Cherry Pectoral
quiets tickling throats,
hacking coughs, pain in
the lungs. Your doctor

will explain this. He
knows. Trust him. We
send doctors our formula.
Doctors have tested it
for 60 years.
LlUVLz

OUR

SECOND

Which

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
'.0a South First street, over the Hyde
.iloring Expltlon store. Is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas-sagtreatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores llfo to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also ha
a very fine tooth powder, which Bh
guarantees to
from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure. nd pllo cure. All cl
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a trial.
Automatic telephone 5o.

.

Commenced

ANNUAL CHALLENGE SALE

THURSDAY

January 8th

WILL CONTINUE TWELVE DAYS
Tlie Storo the People Talk About

o

and asks Judgment In one suit for
$301.40 for goods sold. He also asks
interest from July 1, 1901. The second
suit is brought to secure Judgment on
twenty-on- e
promissory notes aggregating $320.40.

15

IT PAYS TO

Cosmopolitan

TRADE
AT THE
LION STORE.

Pattern,

Paper
10c

None Higher

l0N

B.StERN.Proprietop

be-fre-

The crowned heads of every nation.
The rich men, poor men and misers
Ml join in paying tribute, to
Oe Witt's Little Early Risers.
H. Williams, San Antonio, Texas,
writes: Little Early Riser Pills are
the best I ever used in my family. I
unhesitatingly
recommend them to
everybody. They cure constipation,
biliousness, sick headache, torpid
liver, jaundice, malaria and all other
Orders
for every known make
liver troubles. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. of stoves taken
ranges. Albuquerque
and
and B. H. Briggs & Co.
Hardware com"ny.
CERRILLOS MINING CLAIMS.

Get a free sample of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets at all drug
stores. They are easier to take and
more pleasant in effect than pills.
Then their use Is not followed by con- Pennsylvania Men Interested in the
Smelter Have Completed Purchase.
stipation as is often the case with
Charles R. Galbrath and Charles G.
pills. Regular size, 25 cents per box.
Warner, both of Franklin, Pa., who
FIRST DISTRICT COURT.
have been in Santa Fe for several
....ANNUAL....
days, have closed pending negotiations
Two San Juan County Divorce Cases for the purchase of mining claims at
of tte
Decided by Judge McFie New
CerrilloB. The "Great Western" claim
Suit Filed.
In the Cerrillos mining district was
Brotherhood of Railroad
Judge John R. McFie, of the First purchased from A. Staah, of Santa Fe,
Trainmen
judicial district, has banded down de- for $2,0( 0. From M. F. Laudenslager
cisions in two divorce cases from San and husband, of Albuquerque, they
.Colombo Hal?..
Juan county. James H. Ferguson was purchased the four claims, "Robert G..
granted a divorce from Rachael E. Ingersoll," "Sure Winner," "Bertha
Ferguson on the ground of abandon- Mable" and "Little Chief." All the
Honday Evening
ment. The custody of the. two chil- claims are located In the Cerrillos minJan. 19, j 903
dren, Edith Perle Ferguson, aged 15 ing district and the consideration was
$5,000.
Tor the Benefit of Sick
years, and Harry E. Ferguson, aged 12
Both of the purchasers are
years, is given to thoir mother. F. V. financially interested in the smelter at
and Disabled
Williams was granted a divorce from Cerrillos and both left for their homes
Brothers.
Susan Williams on the ground of yesterday. It is expected the smelter
...Berty-DcvlOichntra...
abandonment that was cruel and in will in a short time be operated at Its
full capacity as there is an abundance
human.
Orntlein.n with
In the First district court for San of ore In sight. There has been some
L. diet, I. (JO
fear
that sufficient coke could not be
Juan county, M. L. Steward has
brought suit against John R. Pond. secured, but arrangements have been
freight office.
His complaint alleges that on Novem- made whereby coke will be burned at
B. Sandoval, a Santa Fe section fore ber 15 last, at La Plata, he purchased the smelter.
STCM
man from near Flagstaff, Ariz., was from Pond thirt3'-fou- r
tons of alfalfa
Croup.
brought to this city this morning on hay at $6 per ton, or a total of $204.
The peculiar cough which Indicates
niD-WINTpassenger train No. 2 from the west He paid on that date $100, and at
croup Is usually well known to the
badly
30,
Injured condition. While Farmlngton on December
In a
tendered mothers of croupy children. No time
at work yesterday morning, he was the balance of $104 clue. Pond, he says, should be lost in the treatment of it,
struck on the head by a falling tree. refused to accept It and has refused to and for this purpose no medicine has
His face was severely cut and bruised, deliver the alfalfa. The complaint says received more universal approval
and one arm was broken In two places. that when the purchase was negotiat- than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
He was taken to the Santa Fe Pacific ed the market price was $S a ton, but Do not waste valuable time In experiward at the St. Joseph's hospital for that now it is $12 a ton. Steward says menting with untried remedies, no
how highly recommended, but
treatment.
he has cattle to feed and wants pos- matter
EL PASO, TEXAS
give this medicine as directed and all
session of the alfalfa. He deposited symptoms of croup will quickly
JIck headacne aDsc.utely and permaFor sale by all druggists.
nently cured by using Mokl Tea. a with the court the balance due of $104
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipa- and asks that the hay be awarded him
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
tion and Indigestion, makes you eat, and that he be given damages in the
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction sum of $G00.
Alvarado.
guaranteed or money back 25c and
In the court for Rio Arriba county,
Francis J. Lee, Peoria; William Has-sel60c. Write to W. H. Hooker & Co., Buf- T. D. Burns has brought two suits
Fred Eaton, Ixjb Angeles; W. H.
falo, N. Y., for free sample. J. H. against Miguel A. Salazar. The plainNoel, Vaceville, Cal.; William M. Bell, f!
For the above occasion ticket
O'Rielly & Co. and B. H. BHgga &
tiff conducts a store at Tierra Amarllla St. Louis; William Nelson. Chicago;
Co.
George M. Getschow, F. W. Hanson, H will De sold via the Santa Fe,
CASSATT'S ASSISTANT TALKS.
LOST SIGHT OF.
Chicago; S. J. Jacobs, New York; F. .1 January 12 to 17 inclusive. Ilm.
Mr. Pitcairn Does Not hike the Anti-Pa- s A Most Important Aid ts Education. F. Hurd, Denver; M. S. Cole, San Ber- fj
ited for return January 19, at
nardino; J. B. Cotter, Winona. Minn.;
Agreement.
An important point often overlooked James Nugent, Liverpool, Eng.; Harry
As the Pennsylvania has been under$10.00 for the round trip.
by parents in bringing up children is King, Trinidad; J. D.
Gilchrist. Pustood to be strongly and Irrevocably
use of proper food as an aid to eblo; R. C. Hills, Gallup; F. L. Harrithe
agreement,
committed to the anti-pas- s
F. L. Myers, Agt.
son, Fort Worth, Texas; W. E. Tallot,
it is surprising to hear views entirely education.
Children
progress
make
wonderful
Springs;
Hot
H.
R.
son,
Crane
and
at variance with this policy expressed when scientifically fed.
Cincinnati, Ohio; E. F. Rice, Rochesby one of the leading officials of the
A little woman in East Brentwood, ter; H. T. Walsh, James Carter,
company, Robert Pitcairn, resident as
N. H., says of her girlhood days: "I
sistant to President C&ssatt, when he was
never, very rugged and cold
says:
Sturges European.
lunches
and hearty evening meals and
"The method of not exchanging
Ed. A. Sacket, Omaha; W. S. Patterpasses Is one of the most destructive Improper food soon began to work serison, Los Angeles; C. C. Robblns, Jacob
policies ever hit upon by the trunk ous havoc.
F. W. MOHLMAN, Mgr.
Grass, East Las Vegas; Lewis Part,
came
"Then
a
period
of
I
As
lines.
far as know, no passes are
Toledo,
Ohio;
E.
C.
French,
Belen;
away
F.
while
college,
is
at
and
it
being exchanged between the lines
Our oastrv I unexcelled.
McGee. C. B. Wilson. Denver; T. E.
ast of Pittsburg and Erie and the now easy to see where, in the haste to H.
Braed, Roll. Pie and Cake f?
May,
Worley,
M.
City;
Kansas
acquire
Frank
knowledge
the true knowledge
western lines.
K
J
Freh Every Day.
Howell, Jr., San Francisco;
A. M.
"As much as I would like to see this, of proper and nourishing food was neg- Blackwell,
St. Louis.
We solicit your patronage
I am powerless to Intervene. Person- lected. The result, as may be Imagally, I have received no passes for ined, was indigestion, dyspepsia and
Hotel Highland.
Then followed a weary
Automatic 'phone 556.
C
1903, nor did I have any, for that mat- constipation.
L. J. Shepherd, Las Vegas; John
S
dieting
time
of
and,
one
another,
after
220 South Second 8t.
ter, during 1902.
Osage
Hattels,
City,
Kan.;
Henry
?2
were consulted, till hope of
Opposite the DOitoffice.
"It stands to reason that if a wes- physicians
Busingee,
Weston,
Burget,
Ohio;
Mark
cure was abandoned. Then,
tern representative holds an annual permanent
Chicago; L. A. Faires, El Paso.
pass from an eastern road other than two years after leaving school, I ennew
a
havas
home
a
tered
bride
and
Metropolitan,
the Pennsylvania, he will throw busi- ing grown
wiser through experience, I
George S. Davis and wife; E. O. Unness toward the road that gives free
transportation.
Those who have been resolved to use food In accordance derwood, Denver.
This was
accustomed to riding on passes all of with hygienic principles.
Grand Central,
their lives consider the rule an in also necessary as I could not eat anyR. E. Crawford, Sylvia, Kan.; E. C.
thing at all rich.
justice."
Short. Las Vegas.
"We commenced to use Grape-NutSECTION MEN ON A STRIKE.
and soon became convinced that it
A BOY,
Chicago Live Stock.
was the most nutritious food we could
A GIRL,
Chicago,
15.
Receipts,
Jan.
Cattle
Would Not Stand a Cut of 25 Cents in obtain. I noticed an immediate im
A MAN,
12.000 head; market slow;
good
to
Their Wages.
provement in my health, my Indiges
A WOMAN,
prime steers, $5.25 6.25; poor to medEvery section hand on the Pittsburg, tlon became less
marked and eventu ium, $3.25f(j 5.00; stackers and feeders,
TO FIND ANYTHING,
Kan., division of the "Frisco
ally left me for good.
TO BUY ANYTHING.
cows, $1.404.CO; heifers,
quit work Saturday morning at 8
"It is now two years that we have $2.254.eO;
TO SELL ANYTHING,
$2.0H&5.00; canners. $1.4O(Q4.50; bulls,
o'clock. The cause of the strike is a eaten Grape-Nut- s
regularly, and I was
TO RENT ANYTHING,
$2.254.40; calves, $3.50 7.5o; Texas
cut in their wages, tney have been never as well in my life as now.
I have
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
fed steers, $3.754.75.
receiving $1.50 per day and a reduction gained ten pounds in weight
and can
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
Sheep Receipts, 20,000.
Market
to $1.25 was announced Saturday. eat, without causing the slightest
dis steady. Good to choice wethers, $4.25
Meetings were held by the men and it
the richest kind of food as well
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
4.75; fair to choice mixed, $3.25
was agreed to Btrike rather than accept tress,
nuyone, me dyspepsia is entirely
the cut. Several montus ago the sec- gone and constipation never troubles 4.25; western sheep, $1.25 6.25 ; naIf you want anything on earth,
tion men were granted an advance from me.
tive lamb. $4.256.oo.
put an ad In The Citizen and you
$1.25 to $1.50 per day and the advance
"This may not Interest others, but it
will be ure to get it.
Kansa City Live Stock.
was the cause of much rejoicing. The Is of great
interest to us,
Kansas City, Jan. 15. "attle Reaction of the company in reducing the firm belief that my present for it is our
eood health ceipts, 6,0(10 head, Including 350 Tex-anXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
wages is not understood. The strike ;is due solely to
the constant use of
market weak to 10c lower; native X
is general over the system, where the Grape-Nutand we feel that we have steers, $3.255.90; Texan and Indian
reduction was made and word was re- great reason to be thankful
to the 6teers. $3.5004.15;
Texas cows,
ceived from Cherokee and Weir City maker of such a perfect
delicious $2.6503.10; native cows and heifers,
stating that the men were out there. food." Name given by and
Postum Co, $2.7504.65; stockers ami feeders, X
X
Roadmaster Schrantz, who has charge Battle Creek, Mich.
$2.7504.75; bulls, $2.9004 25; calves,

EVERYONE KNOWS WHAT THE LION STORE'S GREAT CHALLENGE SALE MENAS TO
THE CONSUMER.
IT'S A MONEY-SAVINOCCASION FOR OUR CUSTOMERS, AND ONE TO WHICH
IN
CROWDS WHENEVER WE MAKE THIS ANNOUNCEMENT.
THEY RESPOND
PEOPLE FAMILIAR
WITH THE LION STORE KNOW THAT THEY CAN DEPEND ABSOLUTELY ON THE TRUTHFULNESS
OF EVERY STATEMENT IN OUR ADVERTISEMENTS.
, ,
jl
NEARLY

W9tifflfj

How Prices Have Been Cut and Slashed
MM1MwawMwewwMweMeewwMMie
FOR THIS EVENT IS CLEARLY

SHOWN BY THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE OF CHALLENGE BARGAINS:

The Yel I owJjckets

FIRST

ARE THE BARGAIN SIGNS.
IN JUSTICE TO YOURSELF
YOU
MUST
INVESTIGATE
YOU
THESE
OFFERINGS
CANNOT OVERLOOK AN
UKZ THIS.

BALL

Velveteen Binding

3

Woven Torchon Lace

3

Men' Percale Shirts
Ladies' Muslin Gown

25
39
20

All Wool Albatrot
Baby Caps

Bleached Muslin

h

.... 5

Finest Drapery Silk
Ladles' Seamles Hose
Children'

Vest and

48
7
Pant... 151

This SpacelllDon't
BEGIN TO TELL THE STORY,

TIMES THE 8PACE WOULD
NOT ACQUAINT YOU WITH
WHAT'S AWAITING YOU.
WHEN YOU 8EE THE CHALLENGE SALE VALUES YOU
CANT HELP BUYING.
10

Other Bargains Fully as Great Await You
,at the Store.

m

NOTHING

EQUAL TO IT HAS EVER

BEEN KNOWN IN THE HISTORY OF DRY GOODS 8ELLING IN

THIS CITY.

,

Mail Orrter', if Sent in Promptly, Will be Filled to the Best of omr Ability

ER

CARNIVAL

January. 31017,1903

8

THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its

iul-fllme-

nts

and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.
THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless possibilities, hopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;
may your hopes and ambitions.be realized; may wealth and happi'
ness be yours.

l,

ttfiOimiiiuuuttM

The New England
BAKERY

IF YOU WANT

s

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

I

s

t

,

TRY IT! TRY IT!
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

NO BETTER WAY
to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of one of
the WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE COM-

PANY'S combination bond policies.
it will secure you a competency in your old age.
It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.

It will be an asset in your business during its term.
It has a specified cash loan value at 5 per cent interest after the second

year which will protect your bond from lapse and you from Ioas.
Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the service of
their country to be retired on a pension. You can buy a JO, 15 or
20-ye- ar

payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.

FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATION OF THE BOND WRITE OR CALL
UPON

J. H. O'RIELLY
Gen. Man. New Mexico and Arizona.

Albuquerque,

-

-

-

New Hexico
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CURING

during the dark hours of the morn
and New Mexico combined."
MINING SUIT SETTLED.
ing, a fine wet snow flfted down on
Mr. Marron says that the people of
CONSUMPTION.
the city. It Is New Mexico day, and
both territories are perfectly willing
the visitor from the big territory to
to acquiesce to the situation and would
become joined together lu state- Injunction of S, L, Bean vs. American the- north are having things their own
When
Scott's Emulsion
friends of Statehood Will Demand gladly
way all over town.
hood.
makes
the
consumptive gain
The end of the drilling contest came
Albuquerque Is arranging a fair for
Con. Copper Co. Dissolved.
Strict Attention to Omnibus Bill.
flesh it is curing his consumptoday without any undue happening.
next October, which should eclipse
There wa3 no more sensational tion.
anything before attempted In the way
work like that of yesterday, and the
Secrehe
and
entertainment,
of
and
INVOLVED.
VALUABLE
PROPERTY
FORMER READY WITH FACTS.
Kxactly what goer, on i::side
records established then wllj remain
tary McCanna came to El Faso with a
long
a
untouched
for
o
t
time.
make the consumptive gain
see
study
situation
and
view to
the
Tomorrow will see the opening of weight
Judge F. W. Parker, of the T.ilnl Juwhen taking Scctt's
A special dispatch to the Denver how Kl Paso handles Its crowds.
the roping tournament and there cer
district, who is at Santa Fe
Kerns, from Washington, undet date Real Cause ot Dandruff and Baldness. dicial
any
can
is still a mystery.
tainly
never
be
more Interest
the January term of the terriof January 13, says:
At one time dandruff was attributed torial supi'-'iii- o
court, has rendered a ing feature of a carnival than that
Scott's Emulsion decs someEver since the 6th of January Sena- to be the result of a feverish condition dei'is'un sustaining every claim ma le given by the ropers.
thing
to the lungs too that renight
ywas
Last
the
tnldwa
Jammed
the Amerltan Consolidated Corpc
tor Nelson has been i killing time with of the scalp, which threw off the dried by
duces the cough More weight
n suit brought by S. L. and all the shows did a great busicompany
in
scales.
cutlcleln
Ma lengthy speeches against the omnI-Iiuness.
and less cough always mean
Professor Unna, Hamburg, Germany, Bean, of HI Paso.
statehood Mil, while his comrades noted authority on skin diseases, ex
The bad weather will not' lessen
The case grew out of negotiations
that consumption i losing its
among the majority members of tfie
plodes this theory and says that dan- started about a year and a half a;;o business on the midway' to any great
extent,
If
influence
but
committee on territories have been druff is a germ disease.
the
the
over the system.
clears
weather
and involved the Henr. Clay, Flortrying to devise a way to offset the Mil This germ is really responsible for ence, Bessie and Yellow Jacket prop- inclosed chows will entertain a throng
Scott's Emulsion is a reliawill be a record breaker In size.
from Its place each day on the senate
dandruff and for so many bald erties In the Virginia district. In south-er- i that
A
In
ble
expected
thousand
are
visitors
help.
ralendar. The speech continued in all the
Send for Fre. Smrle.
fSrant county.
heads. It can be cured if it Is gone
its dcarlnesa today, and the opposers about In the right way. The right way,
The American Consolidated Copper tonight to attend the roping exhibi- S :;TT& liOWN'E, Chemist, 400 Pur) St., N. V.
vt the bill were as much at sea as ever. ot course, and the only way, Is to kill company entered Into a contract with tion.
W. F. Williams has resigned as postThey claim enough votes to defeat the the germ.
S. L. Bean, who claimed to be the legal
Overcoats.
master at San Pedro and
statehood bill, but reject the repeated
'Newliro's Herplcide docs this, and representatives of the owners, and
Men's and boys' heavyweight over
N. J. Strumquist will succeed him.
offers of Leader Quay to allow a vote causes the hair to grow luxuriantly, who afterwards refused to carry out
coats 20 per cent discount.
'
to be taken at once.
James
Wood has resigned as postmascontract.
tlie
It
should.
Just as nature intended
E. L. WASHBURN.
ter at Madrid. The postofflce at that
The corporation sued for specific
It is rumored today that after the
Send
"Sold by leading druggists.
20th of January the statehood people l.ic in stamps for sample to .he Her- performance, which disclosed the fact
place will be moved into the store of
are going to be more rigorous than plcide Co., Detroit. Mich. H. H. Hrlggs that Bean bad no legal authority In
the Madrid Supply 'company and E. J.
ever In the demands that statehood as & Co., special agents.
the premises.
Thompson will be appointed postmasregular order of business shall be
Bean filed a cross complaint asking
ter.
' the
MRS. MARY KELLY.
compiled with, and will urge night sesfor an Injunction to prevent the defendants from mining, shipping or oth
sions in order that the bill may be gotten out of the way in time for the ap- Died at St Joseph' Sanitarium Yes- - erwise operating the properties. Upon
.
terday Afternoon.. ...
propriation bills.
this complaint a temporary Injunction
Death came to Mrs.. Mary Kelly, an was granted which has been in force
Senator Nelson will yield the floor
f the
toiftorrbw to Senator Foraker, who will esteemed and respectable old lady of twelve months.
This Month Only. A beautiful
of Railroad
Brotherhood
In the meantime the American
deliver the first installment of what Albuquerque, about 5 o'clock yesterframe will be given with every
Copper company began to
the statehood people have to say in day afternoon.
Trainmen
dozen of cabinet photos taken at
Mrs. Kelly was 65 years of age, and accumulate a chain of title and sucanswer to the wild Statements published in Deverldge's report and reiterated her health had been in an excellent ceeded in buying the property from
..Colombo Hal!;.
Hiss F. E.
ly Nelson. Foraker spent most of his Etate until about three weeks ago, the r'phtful owners, paying full concon- when she was taken 111 with the form sideration therefor and received
holiday vacation looking into
Studio.
flonday livening
and satisfactory title.
115 WEST GOLD AVE.
dition of the territories, and It Is safe ation of a tumor.
Jan. i o, 1903
The hearing just closed resulted In
Two weeks ago Friday she was takto say he will have some convincing
injunction
against
as
dissolving
sanitarium,
en
Joseph's
the
to
St.
She guarantees satisfaction
be
the
will
to
figures
offer.
He
facts and
Tor the Benefit of Sick
on all work.
followed by Senator McCumber, who where an operation was performed !!ie ftrporntion, and the issuing of an
and Disabled
will also speak In behalf of the com- with seeming success, but the nerv injunction by the court restraining
Brothers.
upon
premises.
entering
wasattending
Bean
the
operation
ous
from
shock
the
knocking
admitfor
are
that
munities
great
gives
Consolidated
too
American
lady,
the
This
old
whose
for
death
the
...Berry-Dcln- e
tance to the union.
Orcheatra...
The question of a territorial form of has cast a gloom of sorrow over all Copper company full and peaceful posQcntlcm.n vvllh
session and adds to their already large
government for Indian Territory came who knew her.
Ladles, fl.UO
The husband, Byron Kelly, died two producing properties another that will
up In the house today, when CongressDEALERS IN
comyears
ago,
great
significance
now
Barthe
in
have
and
rests
Santa
in
to
man Moon said It was
pany's future operations. The amount
allow no more ''unanimous consents" bara cemetery.
BOOTS AND SHOES
Three sons, Michael Kelly, an engin- Involved as claimed by Bean Is over
In the house until the speaker agreed
on
$100,000.
firing
the
railroad,
Fe
eer
Santa
in
a
to give the Indian Territory bill
All kinds of repairing neatly
William Z. McDonald, secretary of
chance on the floor.' He asserted that this city; A. A. Kelly, a well to do fardone best material used. Cour-teou- s
despite all efforts to get a time for the mer near Spokane, Wash., and Bryan the company, who was lu attendance
HID-WINTbill, he had been turned down, and now Kelly, of Hilliard, Wash., survive the at the hearing, came on to Albuquertreatment.
que last night and continued on south,
proposed to have a fair show. The kind and loving mother.
Lordsburg,
or
to
City
city
two
Silver
The
either
brothers
of
out
the
legislatures of New Mexico and ColoAve.
113
rado have been asked to memorialize have been notified of their mother's where later In the week he will meet
congress in behalf of statehood for the death by wire and arrangements for D. A. Walker, treasurer, and It is exthe funeral will be made as soon as pected important future developments,
territories.
which will be of great benefit to the
It Is given out at the white house they are heard from.
mining industries of this territory will
has
called
Roosevelt
that President
EL PASO. TEXAS
New Century Comfort.
be decided upon.
apon Daniel H. McMillan, judge of the
Millions ared ally finding a world of
property
is one of the
involved
The
Fifth territorial district in New Mex- comfort in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It richest and lhost productive of auy
EVERY NIGHT
13t0 17,
ico, to make u statement its so charges kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts, mining property In
the southern part
concerning his personal conduct that bruises; conquers ulcers, and fever of
THIS WEEK
the territory.
have been filed against him by citizens sores, cures eruptions, salt rheum,
of New Mexico. It is said that the bolls and felons; removes corns and
Free Cure for Sick Headache.
Mr. Otto Krause presents the versltile
president has promised to remove Mc- warts. Best pile cure on earth. Only
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
actor,
Millan in case he cannot successfully 2 be at all druggist?.
Tablets are a certain cure for sick
above
tickets
For
evasion
the
as
takensoon
as
the
headache.
It
refute the charges. Judge Freeman,
JACK C. TAYLOR
'
first indication of the disease appears
THE PIANO DEALERS.
of Carlsbad, will probably be named as
will be sold via the Santa Fe,
Supported by the
prevent
a
attack.
Get
will
they
the
Ma successor in case the removal Is
sample at all drug stores and give
free
17 Inclusive, lim12
January
t
&
Hall
a
Learnard
Have
Few
Words
made.
KRAUSE-TAYLOBIG COMPANY
them a trial.
R
to Say to the Public.
ited for return January 19, at
Heads Shoud Never Ache,
Hall & Learnard, the progressive
BISHOP POTTER.
All New Plays!
Entiro Change of Bill
$10.00 for the round trip.
Never endure this trouble. Ueo at piano dealers, wish to call the attenNightly! Special Scenery and Efonce the remedy! that stopped it for tion of all people musieajly Interested, He, With Monsignor Nugent, Visits St
Bright,
fects!
Clever
.Mrs. N. A. Webster, of Winnie, Va., throughout the territories of Arizona
Mary's School.
F. L. Myers, Agt.
Specialties.
she writes: "Dr. King's New Life Pills and New Mexico as well as their home
Bishop Potter, of Minnesota, and
wholly cured me of sick headaches I town, that they are in a position to Monsignor Nugent, of Liverpool, Eng.,
PEOPLE'S POPULAR PRICES
had suffered from two years." Cure furnish anything in the line of music who arrived In the city last night from
headache,
constipation,
biliousness from piano to stringed Instruments, at the north, visited the St. Mary's
25c at all druggists.
better prices and terms than any other school on Sixth avenue this morning,
dealer 'In the territory. From the fact and expressed
highly
themselves
MARRON INTERVIEWED.
that they pay spot cash for all their pleased with the teachers, children,
goods
is
they are able to purchase the studies and building, and especially ad
Washington Irving's Beautiful Legend
What H Says Regarding Joining the nignest class instruments and com- mired the handsome assembly hall. At
'
Two Territories.
pete with others whose Instruments the request of Rev. Father Mandalarl
; O. N. Marron,
of this city are inferior.
Bishop Potter gave the scholars a half
X
or the
They specially solicit the corre holiday.
and the president of the Territorial
The distinguished Catholic
X
A BOY,
OF TWENTY YEARS."
"SLEEP
Fair association, was at El Paso on spondence of everyone Interested. All priests expect to leave tonight for San V
X
A GIRL,
Tuesday, and on his visit to that city information, catalogues and price lists Francisco on a short visit.
X
A MAN,
'
'
upon
furnished
free
application.
Afterthe News says:
X Grand Family Matinee Saturday
WOMAN,
X
A
A
car lead of pianos were received
If you are troubicd
noon at 2:30.
with Impure
former territorial
i O. N. Marron,
X
ANYTHING,
FIND
X
TO
chairman of the democratic executive on December 26 and nearly all have blood, indicated we by sores, pimples, X
THE VIRGINIAN"
X
TO BUY ANYTHING,
would recommend
etc..
committee of New Mexico, Is here with been disposed of. A larger shipment headache,
X
Blood E.lxer, which we sell un X
ANYTHING,
Acker's
TO
SELL
will
be
received
or
in
the
next
thirty
the Albuquerque delegation to the carder a positive guarantee. It will alX LOOK OUT FOR JESSE JAMES!
TO RENT ANYTHING,
nival. Mr. Marron recently returned sixty days, and now Is the time to ways cure scrofulous or Byphilltic poi- X
X
TO
LOAN
ANYTHING,
X
MEN AND WOMEN.
from Washington, where he has been make your inquiries regarding prices sons and all blood diseases. 50 cents X
X
ANYTHING,
TO
TRADE
terms.
and
Tie Hie i for mitiatiiial
$1.
and
J. II. O'Hlelly & Co. and B. H X
with a number of other New Mexicans
liM'harifes,iufluitutiioii.
X
IIn!l & Learnard will give your cor Briggs & Co.
irritations or ulri;iiioi
of prominence, trying to promote the
u c o u a niemt'rHriHi.
Bfc W a.l I. Irlolnr.
of
passage of the omnibus statehood bill. respondence prompt attention.
Paiiile-ts- ,
and cut ttriD
X
X
7SitheEvnsChmicmC(1. if lit or
'NEW MEXICO DAY"
1I says that all the latest advices
by IroKglal,
6old
X
on
you
Good
want
anything
If
X
earth,
at
Reliable
Lowest
Possible
V0:NCINNATI,0.Jrj
which he has received now tend to-- or tout in plain wrupfwr,
It Was Yesterday at the El Paso Car X put an ad In The Citizen and you X
Prices.
hy exprwg, irpptnl, fur
ward a compromise admitting Arizona
00. urS bortli i J.7.V
AtkinB rip saws, $2.00.
X
X will be sure to get it.
nival.
i'tri'ular tout on rouueat.
New
big
as
one
Mexico
and
state. This : Dlsstoa No. 12 saws, $2.50. '
X
'
X
although
carnival,
Paso
The
El
.
substitute, is favored by apeclal state-i
' touched by snow, rain and wind.
Ratchet braces. 65c to $1.25 '
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
liood committee and Senator Bever-Idge- ,
Steel hammers, 50c.
X
still drawing big crowds. Yesterday X
IN
of Indiana, and assurances of the
Steel hatchets, 50c.
(Wednesday) was "New Mexico" day,
NEWSPAPERS
president's support have been reSteel shingling hatchets, 50c.
and the Kl Paso News says:
MAGAZINES
ceived. Mr. Marron stated:
Steel lathing hatchets, 40c.
TRADE PAPERS
The third day of the carnival broke
The admission of the territories of Steel hand axes, 70c.
WRITS ron RATBS TO
gray and dreary.
A sharp wind
New Mexico and Arizona as one large
Saw files, 5c.
CO.
In from the northeast, and
moved
state Is no longer a possibility, but a Plastering trowels, 20c to 75c.
LOt AHOILCS, CALIFORNIA
very present probability. It seems to
Brick trowels, 25c.
a solution to the whole statehood
Pointing trowels. 8c.
.problem. The opposition to the omnl- Rabbet planes, $1.00.
.Agency, New Mexico and Arizona.
oua bill favors it, and the chief ad her
Chisels. 20c to 50c.
Try squares, 20c.
cata of the separate statehood bill
24 Inch steel squares, 85c.
Senators Foraker and Quay, are said
to favor the combination of the terrl
Mortise guagea, 30c.
Carpenter's pencils, 2 for 5c.
tories. It will make not only, the rich'
est state in the union, and second to Mortise Door Locks, 2 for 5c.
the largest, Texas being but a trifle Union Made Shoes for union
larger than the areas of both Arizona
$2.00.
Union made Overalls, 60c.
flannel
California Scarlet
and Hotel Use. Write
For Family,
underwear for men, per cult, $2.50.
MAZE.
THE
Us for Prices.
la the cause of more discomfort than
Wni. Kleke, Proprietor.
any other ailment If you eat the
things that you want and that are good
Don't Forget
Plumbing, Steam and Hot Water Heatln;
r yon, too are distressed. Acker's
Dyspepsia Tablets will make your dl that we are selling boys' knee pants
sestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia suits at 2,G0, which formerly sold for
and its atteadant disagreeable symp- $3, $3.50 and $5.
toms. Ton can safely eat anything at
E. U WASHBURN'.
any time. If you take one of these tablets afterward. Sold by all drugglBts
Hahn's Cerrillos Lump
wader a positive guarantee. 25 cents. labts
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
third longer than any other
Money refunded if you are not satis- fled. Sena to ns tor a tree sample. coal on the market but costs no more.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
113-113-11- 7
Bouth First Street
"AT. IL Hooker
Co., Buffalo. N. Y. $5.00 per ton.
M. II. O'lUelly
Co. aad B. U. Brlggs
Subscribe lor The Dally Citizen.
r-,,
HEAYY

PRESSURE.

I

CHINA WARE

Little prices on little pieces of China useful, pretty, real China-ta- ble
things and mantel things. We have a complete assortment of open
stock patterns In dinnev.--- - and every day ware.
You can buy what
you need, then fill In from time to time.
Compare these goods and prices
with others, and you will appreciate their value.

RATAN AND

A long felt want has been filled in our store by an Invoice or over
$1,000 worth of "rattan rockers, divans, reception chairs, rattan tables and
office chairs.
Also a new lot of bed room chairs In oak, mahogany and
maple. Bed room rockers, too.

FURNITURE
We have a most complete line, and can furnish your house without
sending you from the rodm for anything.
From Kitchen to Parlor, for
the office, oddd pieces for your salesroom everything In Furniture.
BEDDING.
This is the time you need good bedding.
We have Just
added to our stock a heavy assortment of woolen blankets, cotton blankets, comfort, sheets, pillow slips, spreads and pillows. We can fit you
out complete) at a small cost.

.

FJRST

....ANNUAL....

"F1

BALL

R. Jf

TP. !

O.W. STRONG & SONS

d

Potter'5

te

com-t.k't-

WARE

WILLOW

b

i

e

GROSS, KELLY&CO.
(Incorporated)

P. Parenti & Co.,

Wool, Hides, Pelts
We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

ER

CARNIVAL

W. R, R.

1

'mtii""--

iv

-

1

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EA3T LA

January

16c, 28c, 38c.

Tf you want

TONIGHT

"RIP VAN WINKLE"

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

has made a correct diagnosis and
the proper remedy from which
he expects a certain result. He has
done bis part and now it is up to the
druggist. Is the remedy of standard
strength? Has it been properly compounded? We conduct our business In
such a way that our label la a sufficient affirmative.

TRY IT! TRY IT!

A't
COPvnuirr

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

Colorado Phone

'

Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 458.

63.

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Besl , Wears Longest Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical t Full Measure!
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHEKWIN-WILLIAM-

S

1

.

ADVERTISE

IB

THE

CITIZEN

DAILY

OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

111

ADVERTISE

GLOR-IET-

THE DOCTOR

1903

,

N. M. AND
N. M.

VEGAS,

COLOMBO HALL

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Oral
and ProvUioni.
Car lots
pcllty.
11

." k-

-

5f

Carrlaa the Largest
and
Eitaalv
... Slack ol

nt

Staple Groceries
fovad Mutkmart.

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAG0N5.

CURTIS-NEWHA-

work-lngme-

all-wo-

INDIGESTION

Oiili
illlP

Bain and
Old Hickory

Home Comfort
Steel Ranges.

Farm Wagons!

All Kinds of Spring Wagons, Buggies,

llestuarant

.....WHITNEY

1.

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

Phaetons and Carriages.

Harness - Saddles
We can show you the largest stock In
the WMt
-

CO.....

t VTsDrurD
U. IVUIAUIjIA

jP.m-Albuc!uer-

U6

jJ.

-

New Mexico
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JUST RIGHT
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CLASSIFIED ADS.
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BAD BREATH

Mrs. Joe Marnrtt. who wa sick for
la t:p and arouud r.rr.ung

All classified advertisements
Note
or ra-- er "liners," one cent a word fot
bt-frljds.
Minimum charge fot
Tor month, t had ereattrnoMe with bit .temaeti each insertion.
rit all kind, of mcdlrlnr,. Mr V'til-uha. any classified advertisements, 15 cents
V. H. Carter, the
barber, whose and
a, ira.a. bit breath havtnc
been actually a.
bad odor. Two week. av a f rlen.l reromtneiiili J In order to Insure proper classification
place of business near the viaduct was; aCa.earet.
and after u.lna llietu I can willlne-l- and all "liners" should be left at this of
.ay that they h.r. entirely enreXme. I
destroyed by the J. C. Haidrtdge fire, cheerfully
therefore let ypu know tli.t I .lull recomniend flee not later than 3 o clock p. m.
303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU
any
one .nlTerlne fr.'in nch troulile. "
to
them
up
307
South Chas. U. Ualpua,
a shop at
has opened
in KlvlnjUiu St., tie lurk, M.T.
V
Irst street.
PERSONAL PKOPERTY LOANS.
S. Vann & Son. lewelpr anil Santa
Best For
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
The Bowels
Fc watch Inspector, have secured the ' mi
House Furnishing Goods.
cervic es of a very able watchmaker In I
On Furniture, 1'ianos. organs. Horses.
aAJLV fSrVV
the person of W. E. Rlchter. late of V
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Klein. I'd. Mr. Ri. hter was an lnstruc-CANDYCATrwrne
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. Oue
tir In the watch making schools at Elto twelve' months time is given.
gin previous to mmlng to Albi'Tuer- WUiout delay and strictly prlvau.
Goods remain In your possession, OE'I
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Ta.te flood. Ro Oood,
DEATnVALLEYNITBR;
Kever Sicken, Weaken or Urine. 10c, asc, toe. Kerer OUR RATES before borrowing.
aold la bnlk. The ennlne tnhlet stamped C C C,
PRIVATE OFFICES,
Qojvrantoed to ear for your money back.
H
Rrcrat rMsrovrrlr of IVepoaU la
OPEN EVENINGS.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. jcjB
W
simply
That Kearloa ta.ar- - Haik of
will
not
be
THE
beaten
HOUSEHOLD
LOAN
CO..
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
.
rrflipcctiira.
in prices by any Carpet store In a
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.
town.
Siater, one of the cornice
Robert
lliaooverle of vast dcfxiaits of niter
Newton, Kan., doing
here
from
It's matter of pride with us,
makers
In Death valley have started a rush to
WANTED.
on the new Harnett building, reas well as of business and
that desolate rrpion. Dozens of expe- work
his home this WANTED
money making, to sell as low as
Housekeeper and cook for
ditions fitted out by capitalists and ceived a letter from his
brother. Earl,
family of two. Apply 501 North
anyone, and we give better value
Kindreds of miners are leaving Dajr-pet- t. morning stating that
at
Second street.
ltorate. Itantlc'burfr and Mojave a switchman in the Santa Fe yards by
for the same money. Large buyWANTED A girl to wait on table.
for Death valley. Already there are Newton, had been seriously Injured
ing, large selling tells the tale of
two
cars.
between
iteing
crushed
Apply
303
4H0
at
South
it
more than
men
First street.
inir at ISallaritt
our
success.
for inforniat ion as to w liirh portion of ' A special meeting or the Albitquer-cin- WANTED A lady teacher for young
We have Ingrain Carpets from
i
girl,
country.
In
home
the terrible
the
State
bet to ru.'h to,
lodge of the Fraternal I'nion of
25c per yard upwards. salary expected, an give full Inforfays a late report. The nitrate de- America will be held Saturday evenmation as to age, former occupation,
posits are reported by the discoverers ing, January 17. In tiic Odd Fellows'
Erussells Carpets from 50o per
experience in teaching and health;
as being of smdi exttnt as to rhal if hall. Col. J. I.. Uannon. supreme vice
yard
upwards.
also if married, widow or single.
not surpass those of Chili, So far their president of the .Oilier, will deliver
proper
perto
Comfortable
home
the
i
not kmnvti, but many
real ranpe
XXaXXXXXXIXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXX 1
addrcsH.
The genth man Is an eloson. References desired. Address,
square miles have bt en examined by tin
quent and entertaining speaker and
"H. A. U.," care The Citizen office.
the prospectors. There are millions of
woman of mature habwill, have much of Interest to say. All WANTED--A
dollar;. worth of the
mafraters are requested to romc and
to do general housework in small
its
terial in sijrht.
'
family; no objection to small child.
Those who have so far made claims bring their friends.
Address A. B. C, this office.
to the niter beds are poor men. "Itorax
liONE LIKE IT.
Kinir" Smith. Lord Humphreys ard
WANTETJ 3 young men from Albu
your
keeping
for
coal
The
Clarkvllle
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor
.
Millionaire Singleton are the capitalquerque and vicinity at once to preists who have taken the keenest inter- fire over night. No clinkers; no soot
pare
positions
In
for
government
the
est in the fields, but they have as yet all coal and your nuihey's worth, at
Bervice. Apply to Inter-StatCorres.
made no claims. Nearly 100 men are 502 South First street.
!
Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
S.
JOHN"
HEAVEN.
beinjr sent into Deaih valley by "Itorax
WANTED Ten men in each state to
Kiiin" Smith. Lord Humphreys and
travel, tack signs and distribute samPound Sale.
The expense attached to their operaples and circulars of our goods. SalFive head of range horses and colts;
t INf &T WHISKIES. IV.PORTED A DOMESTIC WlNr.
tions will approximate $LT0.0n0.
A COGNAC,
ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
one gray mare; one buckskin horse;
tho .'.oolest and Hlgheit Grade of Lager served.
1 njaadly 1'nnUeieil.
expenses.
National Soap Works, Chi
one sorrel horse; one large bay horse.
A friend of mine returning to camp All have indistinct brands. Sale Sat
cago.
Finect and Best Imported and Oomestlo Cigars
after a, day's shooting, says a writer urday morning, January 17. at 10 WANTED Manager of new branch of
in Navy and Army, suddenly came in o'clock at the cuy hall.
our business hero In Albuquerque.
sitfiit of a bivr she bear with two cubs
Address at once, with references, AlTHOS .McMIU.IX,
following in single file, proceeding
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
City Marshal.
nlon; a riiijrc, the forms of the three
Ohio.
o
beiiiff sharply silhouetted against the
Up-toDMONUMENTS.
Men to learn barber
WANTED
New
sky. It was a ery ionp; shot, but he
All kinds of stone and marble work
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
determined to try it,so drew n bead Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
experience in one month than shops
on the old she ben r and fired. The re- ncr Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
In one year. Abundance of practice,
was
curious. The procession
mit
H. Q. MAURINO,
qualified teachers, tools presented,
fit
stopped, the she hear scratched herwages Saturdays, diplomas granted
self hastily, then turned around, and,
OEMING.
and positions when competent. Quick
Living
refrardinir the cub immediately behind
and practical method. Our Bystem is
with frruve disapproval, boxed its A Kjw Pointers ADcyt a Uood Tow.t In
well
known. Established in 1893.
ears soundly, ami then went trundling
Southern New Mexico.
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis,
on along the ridge, evidently under
i
Extra Bargains In Iron Beds,
Keep youT eye on i.'emmg.
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
the impression that her frolicsome offDoming has Just Been Incorporated.
you
want
to
a
If
be
Springs
barber
write.
and
Mattresses,
and
spring had been up to some unusually
Iteming, the coming city of New Mex
Moler System Barber College Repobjectionable tricks.
'
In
especially
lco.
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
Demtng has a magnificent school sysA Muslea! "tote.
WANTED Clean cotton rags for maCHARTER OAK
tem.
Music is declared by a Smart Pet
chine purposes at The Citizen office.
Demlng, the railroad center of Nw
RANGE'...'.L,'."
writer to be at once the "glory and Mexico..-.
Price 4 cents per pound.
a.-the scandal of the universe." It is Demlng, the gateway to the best part oi
- ' 'I i:C
certain, say s t lie Chicago Tribune, that Old Mexico.
FOR SALE.
if,
a great deal of glorious music i scanDemlng! Don t iverlook It If you are
Hard Coal Base' Burners i,,,u.
33
rooming
of
paying
A
house
looking
investment.
FUR
and
a
SALE
dalously sung.
for safe
Soft Coal and W6od Heaters
Demtng, the seat of the new county of
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated
WHY LEAVES CHANGE COLOR. Luna.
throughout ' close to business center
Demlng Is the great mining center of
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this
Tempera lor aa tfc
l
Chance
1
the southwest.
EASY PAYMENTS.
office.
pure-equchemically
Demlng
h
is
water
of
Jack Froat Art
Work
papers,
25 cents per
ill.',-'Old
SALE
FOR
1,1
springs.
to
Polan
Principal Aeremts.
hundred, at the citizen otte.
Demlng has Increased 50 per cent in pop
A leaf is composed of a great numFOR SALE Several hundred pounds
ulatlon In four years.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
of old papers, good for wrapping
ber of cells, the walls of which are
brown. In the spring and summer strong and healthy people.
purposed, cheap. Address, The C1U
'
117 GOLD AVENUE.
Investments In Demlng lots will double
sen, Albucuerque. N. M.
these cells are all tilled w ith fluid, colyear.
one
in
and
treble
ored with minute grains of red, yellow
Demtng has now a large tee plant and
FOR RENT.
anil other pigments, which, mixed tolight system under contract.
gether, appear grten. In the autumn, electricDemlng
the demand for rental FOR RENT Four room brick cottage,
In
through the cold, oxidation and other houses
Shades,
bath and electric light.
is five times In excess of the supin
the
place
changes take
range and water supplied. $17.50
ply.
destroying more or less rapidly certain
Demlng has an abundance of water for
per month. H. H. Tllton, room 20,
j
of the color elements, cays the Wom- Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or garGrant block.
an's Home Companion. As soon as one dens.
FOR RENT The Grant hall on West 5
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
of these elements is gone the leaf no
Railroad avenue for dances and enlonger appears normal green, but as- rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
tertainments. Inquire uf Mrs. Rosa
U S.
sumes the shade of the remainder of investment.
Berry,
208 West Lead avenue.
can
good
be
had
Demlng
safe
loans
In
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-- f'
the color elements mixed together.
rooms over
When only the red element is left the at better rates than In tho old established FOR RENT Furnished
peka a.id Santa Fe Railway Companies.
u
20G
grocery,
Railroad
towns.
West
Skinner's
leaf is red; when the yellow alone reDemlng you can buy lots at 1100
At
avenue.
mains, the leaf is yellow, and when all which will pay you 100 per cent In less
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
FOR RENT Barn, centrally located;
the coloring matter is gone the leaf is than twelve months.
, .$200,000.00
up uapuai, surplus ana proms
cow
two
large
rata
enough
horses,
for
brow 11.
In Demlng another good hotel Is needed
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
and buggy. Inquire at The Citizen
Frost i not the sole cause of the to accommodate the enormous Increase of
office.
S. Eaynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presichanges of color, but it is an imjmrtant population.
Joshua
Demlng Is a great health result has no FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
cause. The more gradual the changes
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths.
of temperature from summer bent to superior In climate for the cure of pul- A B. McMillan.
Raynolds,
II.
F.
The Englewood, 205 North Second
winter cold, the greater willi be the monary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
street, Sliong block.
variety and brilliancy in the coloring
Two large plants will be installed within
of the autumn leaes.
the year.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Why buy Men priced lots when you can
Japan's C'nvap Mall,
cernow,
Dewing
cheap
DIAMONDS, watches and silver novel
with
!a
The cheapest postal service Tn the get them
advance assured?
ties at factory prices. Money refundworld is that of Japan, where for two tain
unsurDemlng
in
are
Agricultural lands
ed it not satisfactory. Send for illussen about seven-tenth- s
of a penny-lett- ers passed- for fertility, production of fruits
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
are conveyed all over the em- and vegetables of all kinds.
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
pire.
New York city.

the past vtek,

ALBERT

r

1

The Groceries you buy here nrc just right.
The best quality at a fnir price.

Quf

f

Coffee

40-ce- nt

J

Will cause a satisfied siuile wherever used.
Keinember the place and don't wnste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,
UNDER SJDE

THE

EXAMINE

1

OF

and you will find them "wire woven''
that 1, the strongest, longest last-in- g
and In every way the best carpets
made. You can buy carpets cheaper
elsewhere, but you can't buy carpets
of better quality at equal prices anywhere. By this we will stand or fall.
We are agents for the Lancaster linoleums, the best made for the money.
Popular prices, cash or time.

J

;

miicli-soiijf-

if

...

,

A

'

FULL SUPPLY

of fresh meats will always greet your
eyes If you look through out establishment and Ice 'boaes,.. We know your
wants and know how to meet them
with meats of all desirable kinds
beef, mutton, lamb, ham; poultry and
sausage, too. You will lose nothing,
gain much, by oriMtjig meats here.

II

Wm. Farr.

:OPYRISMT.

'3'

JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

0K00

"

F.

& S.

-

Koexooeoi

090909

ALBUQUERQUE

Planing Hill

Co.,

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kindt to Order.
Mail Order Solicited.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
mo&oe

oooooooo

V

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All kinda

of

Iresh and sail Meals

SHAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

X.

'vi,

,r

.ZJ

SVS.

MASONIC BUILDING.

!

Borradaile & Co.

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.

ooototoioooooo

-

)

MANUFACTURERS OF

.

K.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Prices

T. Y. MAYNARD

2

e

Furniture

Is a most Important factor In the
jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
Our rings,
tasteful settings.
brooches, pins, etc., are of that high
art and quality found only In Jewelry of the finest make.

VUJl.l

--

A

ZEIGER CAFE

ate

WIS Mgly Decorative Effect

Q

rt

.

West End Vladuci
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue

yittftWKJK

Our Prices Crush

e

de-e-

Futrelle Furniture Co.
'

HONEY TO LOAN

..COMPETITION..

214 W. Railroad Ave

OUR CARPETS.

,

ICM
lUUrx
Vl
aWVayiWljrV7

FABER,

N. THIRD 8TREV

leaf-cell-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK j
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY

t

CHSnVtHJel49

AMERICAN
I
aS
8
0
X

L

SILVER

TRUSS.
yr

I
I

Retains
I
Severest
1
Hernia
Iwiib Comfort,

OTTOorn

tz

J

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

PRESCRIPTIONS

cool.
EaiytoWear.

A

i

Telephone

Mutual

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

No. 203

No pressure cm
V Hip or Back.
I No undarstraps.
I Never move.

!

'

J. H. O'RIELLY &
Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

TH sST.

Now is the time when you need

ELMO

Brandies,

Wloei, etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

Toti & Gradi

Railroad Are, Albuquerque,

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Or, .In.
Imported French and Italian

DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

(Hoods.
LIQUORS.

Free Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

...

and for home use. J. H. O'Rielly 6V Co. is the
place to get them, as we get them In nearly every day of the year, and
sell almost as fast as we get them.
in your Prescriptions

Sola agent for San Antonio Lima.

Parts of the City.
7

North Third Street

11. H.
S

5

O'Rielly & Co.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
New Phone 216
Old Phone 188

will

Tin, gaivamzea
iron and coppei
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa

about it here, but

g

to
(

I

We are sole agent tor Wheeler A
Whson sewing machines. Albert Fa
ber, 305 Railroad avenue.

$20

and

$25

Suit for

$16

and

$18

Suit for

F. A. Jones, t. M., C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surve)
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
Let us figure on your plumbing. Albuquerque Hardware company.

$12

and

$15

Suit for

$ 8

and

$10

Suit for

$20

and

$25

Overcoats for

$18

Overcoats for

$12

and $15 Overcoats for

Tbe Peninsular is a beater and
tilator. Whitney Company.
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I

am bound to move my
Can't tell you much

.'

. . . ;

$15.00
11.50
9.00
7.00
10.50
12.50
0.00

ven-
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You know and everybody else
O knows that our stock of black
O silks is beyond comparison. Our
O prices do all the talking. LION
O STORE.

OOOOOOOOOO

in town.

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:

Bring In your tinware and have it
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware company

O

S

interest every clothing buyer

winter stock out of the house if prices will do it.

S nr.

Fresh Drugs and
Pure Chemicals

SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM,

Finest
Whiskies,

CO.

Have your nouse wen ventilated b)
using a Peninsular
base brrner.
Whitney Company.
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MANDELL....

The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.
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From the Independent.
There are over 600 children of
school age In our town and only about
63 per cent are attending school at the
present time.
Brigadier General James M. Bell, re
tired, of Washington, Is visiting his
nephew, W. B. Walton, in this city,
having arrived on yesterday's train,
Dr. moomnerg, who has for some
time been stationed at the United
States sanitarium at Fort Bayard, will
in a few days leave for the Philip
pines, to which place he has been

transferred.
A. F. Witzel left on Friday evening's
train for Penver. Mr. Witzel has been
In town quite a few days and the peo-

ple were commencing to consider him
a resident again. He will, however,
return to Silver City off and on, as he
has many business Interests here.
The report comes from the mount
ains to the effect that there Is more
snow there than has been known for
fifteen years. This is good news to the
mining and cattlemen in general In
this section, as it Insures an abundant
supply of water In' the creeks and
rivers until late in the summer
months.
The precinct election passed of quib
etly as usual, the polls being at
hall. The greatest question under discussion was on the justice of
the peace vote, the two candidates being Judge W. H. Newcomb and JoBn
M. Glnn. The office was again given
to Judge W. H. Newcomb by a maNew-com-

jority

of 139.

With the close of this week ends in
our Normal school the first term of
the year
No more successful term has ever been known In the
school's history. Each week that has
passed has witnessed some new advancement, some looked-fo- r
success.
Pupils and teachers alike have striven
to obtain the results which were before
1902-130-

them.

ed here by Pablo Williams.
Teodorlta Venavidesr the 3 year old
daughter of Jesus Ma. Venavldcs, died
at ha Manga of diphtheria.
Mrs. Emma R. Nledig, supreme vice
president of the Fraternal Brother
hood, left for Raton, where she will
Install the officers of the lodge there
She will return here in time to be pres
ent at the Initiation of about twenty
new members to the organization Fri
day night.
Lieutenant Tarklngton, who assum
ed charge of Troop A as captain, or
dered that all the
officers appear before the board of ex
aminers next Tuesday evening to be
Troopers
examined for promotion.
Eitlegcorge, Mercer, Kennedy, Schaff-er- s
and Trambley wereo rdered to appear at the same time and take the
examination for corporal.
Frank J. Buch, consulting engineer
for the Las Vegas Copper company,
was In the city, but left on his return
to Denver. He has contracted with
the Frazer Mountain Copper company,
near Embud". to supply them with
blue stone fmra the mill here for use
In their larg.-- t smelter, which will be
run entirely by electricity. Mr. Buck
will Install now electrical machinery
for this company and make other im
provements In their plant, after which
he will return here and stay until the
Tecolote mill Is in operation, which
will not be long, as the timbers are
nearly all on the ground for its con
struction.
The Secret of Long Life.
Consists in keeping all the main organs of the bady In healthy, regular
action, and In fiuickly destroying dead
ly disease germs. Electric Bitters "re
gulate stomach, liver and kidneys,
purify the blood, and give a splendid
appetite. They work wonders In curing kidney troubles, female complaints
nervous diseases, constipation, dyspepsia and malaria. Vigorous health and
strength always follow their use. Only
50c, guaranteed by all druggists.

Hon. R. M. Turner, of this city, who
p
No tuberculosis ureservallue or
has been chosen by tne people cf the
Thirteenth district as their represen- oring in Matthews' o.Ierney mlltc
tative In the thirteenth legislative asSANTA FE.

sembly, will leave Friday evening for
Santa Fe, in order to be present at the
opening of the session Monday. Mr.
Turner has a number of measures in
readiness for introduction, and may be
expected to give a good account of his
stewardship.

07 West Cold Avenue,
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WM. GOETTINQ & CO., Proprietors.

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled,
Sausage making a specialty.
1882

Office

1902

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Goouh. Dealers In

Staple and Fancy Groceries

out-of-to-

custo-

mers given special

attention.

Hilsboro

Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery

W. H. HAHN

COAL DEALER
Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per
ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
mini ng , real estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

Telephones:

Automatic,

416

and

267; Bell, 45.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.
Short Order at Any Pries.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

The Latest
I Type Faces

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenue

m

THE ARCADE

Ro-sarl-

Blank

Service

Books

two-third-

Book
Binding

tLCCTRIC
LIGHTED
TRAINS

TEXAS

North and

EcXS

We

Never

Disappoint

North and West
North

and

bOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street,
FOR RENT
brick, on South
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT
brick, East Railroad avenue; $18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern Improvements; 5
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOIt RENT Furnished rooms In good
locations.
FOR SALE Fine place:
frame house, corner Third street
and fiara avenue; price, $1,600.
FOU SALE New cement built house,
water heated, tinted Inside and out,
In every respect; 8
and
rooms and bath room; brick sidewalk, Bluher system, on corner.
Price, $5,600.
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
a corner, near shops; lots 60x142
feet. Price, $1,100.
FOR SALE Corner lot', 50x100 feet,
Hazejdine avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 4 lots corner Lead avenue and First street.
FOR SALE
brick house,2 lots
50x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain.
FOR SALE Lodging house 16 rooms
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; wfll
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner In
Fourth ward;
brick house,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street,
frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be bought on installments If purchaser desires.
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house and
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
is a snap.
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
with bath,-goostable. Lots 150x142
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE: One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lota of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
is In a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
property; will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
with oath room, furnished; in Highlands; splendid location; trees, stable, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $50,, balance on installments
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
until paid.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms ana bath room ; electric lights,
and all modern improvements, in a
fine location. Price, a,500.
FOR S.LE The Kimball place, on
house;
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Price, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between Tljeraa road
and Marquette avenue; good location for business.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, on West Copper avenue, good
bricu. uouse, with all modern Improvements and will be sold cheap.
orlck house near
FOR SALE
shops, with good stable and other improvements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma, avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
frame house on
FOR SALE
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranchea for sale.
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and board
ing house in a good location and cen
trally situated, near depot and shops
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
avenue and Seventh street.
brick house; lot
FOR SALE
50x142 feet; $1,500.
house, North Sec
FOR SALE
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
with
FOR SALE Brick house,
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain.
frame bouse on
FOR SALE
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close in;
brick house and stable, modern im
provements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
Gool location; cheap.
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Has no equal or rival among Western Newspapers, and ought to be in the
hands of every reader of ANY paper.
Dally,
Including Sunday.
One year
$6.00
6 months
$3.00
3 months
$1.50

Dally,
Without Sunday.
One

year

$4.00
$2.00
$1.00

mouths
months

6
3

SUNDAY EDITION.
48 to 60 pages.

One year
months

$2.00
$1.00

6

The Great World's Fair

five-roo-

214 South Second Street,

The Citizen Job
Office is prepared to
turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
Mail orders for

Almost equal to a Daily at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of interesting and Instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Ncwsimper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week, One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

Money to Loan on uooa Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of

Will Not

THE SURE WAY

GlobeDemocrat
ONE

The Great News
paper of the World.

No. 493.

We

1

Great Republican

Papfr of America.

Horses and Mules bought and exchangUnconscious From Croup.
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
During a sudden and terrible attack
iTanafer Stables
of croup our little girl was unconscious
BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE CITY
from strangulation, says A. L. Spafford
for cards, circulars,
postmaster, Chester, Mich., and a dose
Address W. L. TRIMBLE St. CO,
letter heads, enveof One Minute jouga Cure was adminAlbucueraue. N. M.
lopes, bill heads,
istered and repeated often. It reduced
69.
Old
New Phone 152
Prone
the swelling and inflammation, cut the
pamphlets, etc.
mucus and shortly thee hlld was restJ. W. Edwards
ing easy and speedily recovered. It
cures coughs, colds, lagrlppe, and all
Mortician and Em
Progressive
throat and chest and enables the lungs In New Mexico.
balmer.
The
funeral
services
health-givinof the late Mrs.
to contribute pure,
oxygen to the blood. J. H. O'Rlelly & Joseflna Chaves, wife of Col. J. Fran
Open day and night. Calls are
cisco Chaves, territorial superintendCo. and B. H. Briggs & Co.
promptly attended to.
ent of public instruction, were held at
Also
Sell Monuments
I
the
cathedral.
large
A
LAS VEGAS.
number of
friends escorted the remains from the
N. Second
Office
parlor
and
do shoddy work
From the Optic.
house to the church where low mass
even at your price,
The children of Rev. A. C. Geyer are was celebrated by Vicar General Ano
considered by the family physician to thony Fourchegu. Interment in
but no other office
311 Soutn First Street.
be out of danger.
cemetery followed. During the
in the southwest
FRANK VAJO, Propristor.
Carl Lehmann, the bright young son funeral all the offices In the capltol
can do better work
of Mr. and Mrs. Gus Lehmann. has tak- were closed and members of the suThe best of uijuora served to cat
en full charge of The Mountaineer, the preme court and territorial officers atthan The Citizen
rons of the bar.
school publication.
tended the service. The floral rememdoes.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
J. M. Crane, who run a restaurant brances were unusually handsome.
Nice large rooms, everything bran
here, and later deserted his wife and Colonel Chaves has received telegrams
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
married another in El Paso, Texas, has expressing sympathy from all parts of
been Iwated in Los Angeles, Cal., the territory. Tha pall bearers were
OOOCOXCCCCaXXXXXXXXOCC
where be is in company with the man A. M. Ilergere Martin Sanchez, Ireneo
18 IT
Smeed, whj tried to shoot up the L. Chaves, Antonio Ortiz y Salazar,
town. "Birds of a feather," etc.
George H. Cross, R. L. Baca.
Telephone
Miss Edith Well entertained a numAil druggists guarantee every bottle
ber of her little friends at the home of
TOD WANT?
her parents on Eleventh street, Satur- of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
The CITIZEN is
day, in celebration of her ninth birth- will refund the money to anyone who
QUICK AND RELIABLEI
equipped
to
s
manuIs
not
using
satisfied
after
day. Each of the little girls carried
of
contents. ThlB
the best remfacture to order any
home with her an appropriate souve- edyitsin the world for laisgrippe,
coughs,
nir of the occasion.
style of blank book,
colds, croup and whooping cough and
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
Just as the Optic goes to press we Is pleasant and safe to take. It preno matter how inl.ND TELEGRAPH CO.
learn that Sheriff Romero returned to vents any tendency of a cold to result
tricate the ruling.
the city and reports that the report In' pneumonia. All druggists.
o
XXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOOOOOOO'
Make up your form
at La Cuesta was a
, of the shooting
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
mistake. There was a free fight durjust as you want it,
ing which rocks and misslleB were
Office
Notes
Matters
and let us give you
Postoffice
Land
were
parties
freely used, and several
Board of Equalization.
our estimate.
somewhat cut and bruised, but no
W. F. Williams haB resigned as post
very serious damage resulted from the
master at San Pedro and
melee.
S. A. Connell, the inventor, is in re- ter N. J. Strumqulst will succeed him.
ceipt of his first thread cutting ma- James Wood has resigned as poBtmas
chine for mechanics, out of which he ter at Madrid. The postofflce at that
and his associates confidently expect place will be moved into the store of
Aro operated by the
to realize a handsome fortune. It is the Madrid Supply company and E. J.
asylum
postmas
will
Thompson
be appointed
at present employed as the
where Mr. Connell has charge of the ter.
Books, magazines,
stationary tnglne and other mechanicLand Office Business.
al appliances. It will soon be placed
pamphlets, c a t a
Homestead Entries Julian Wengert
on exhibition down town.
logues, etc., bound
of Wagon Mound, 120 acres of land in
Between
Mora county.
in any stylejlowest
From the Record.
Final Homestead Entry Bernard
The band boyg are contemplating
rates. Satisfaction
giving a dance on the 2oth of this Carroll, of Cerrillos, ICO acres of Und
guaranteed.
And tha
county.
in
Santa
Fe
month.
Jose Barela, who came to thlB city
Board of Equalization.
some time ago from Pecos for medical
board of equalization
The
territorial
better.
reported
much
is
Between
treatment
In session yesterday forenoon
was
not
posiresigned
his
Frank Gueriu baa
BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,!
attended the funeral
tion at C. E. Bloom's meat market, and as the members
has gone to El Paso, he la succeed- - of the late Mrs. JoBeflna Chaves. At
And the
the session yesterday afternoon the
board nearly completed its business.
There was no change In the assessBotweert
to prevent pneumonia and consump- ment of railroads from the year 1902,
OKLAHOMA
tion Is to cure your cold when It first made except In the case of the Pecos
appears Acker's English Remedy will Valley & Northeastern
railroad, in
And the
stop the cough in a night, and drive which case the assessment was Inthe cold out of your system. Always a
quick and sure cure for asthma, bron- creased $5i'0 per mile. The question
chitis and all throat and lung troubles. of the assessment of personal propObst.-vatiocafe cars, under the
If it does not satisfy you the druggist erty and of land was left to the aswill refund your money. Write to u? sessors and county commissioners of
management cf I'red Harvey. Equip-mefor free sample. W. H. Hooker 6, Co.. the several counties. The board fin
of th late 4 in. best design.
Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co. an..
ished Its business late last evening. ' tfySWCrCTBS? 'BY3W5WB''5S3S5T5
B. 11. Briggs A Co.
g

15 1903
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From the New Mexican.
A. M. Dettlebach has resumed the
work of numbering the houses of Santa
Fe and the work will now be pushed
to completion.
The water works pressure yesterday
dropped to thirty pounds, or hardly
sufficient to Insure fire protection. The
water was shut oft from the peniten
tiary and ice ponds until normal pres
sure was restored.
Postofflce Inspector
Charles L.
Doran has officially recommended an
entire new equipment for the Santa Fe
postofflce.
He says that the present
equipment of the Santa Fe postofflce
is the poorest of any presidential office

JANUARY

TWICE EVERY WEEK
The Union DUNBAR'S
Market
The St. Louis

New Mexico Towns I
SILVER CITY.

-

WILL BE HELD AT ST. LOUIS IN 1904, and the GREATEST ST TiTTin
NEWSPAPER WILL BE INDISPENSABLE DURING THE COMING YEAR
SUBSCRIBE TODAY.

THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St. Louis, Mo.
EHHYROYAL
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212 W. Railroad Avenue.
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The finest line of liquors and Cigars
All patrons and friends cordially invit-

of

t'tllrhralorl

Paso-Northeaster-

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is
served every day,
STEVE BALLING,
Proprietor.

hemloal 1'
II r, A., v

--

El

The ICEBERG

PiLLS

Orlirhtu:! m..l tfi.lv (J

fiAl'fc

TH E.

n

.SYSTEM.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rock Island System
RUNS

DAILY TRAINS

2 TO THE

NORTH AND EAST

"THE FASTEST EVER''
TO

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or
phis and Principal Points.

Mem-

Call on Agent for full information

a.

im.

BhuwiN. u. k. a.,

00

t. K. N.t.
-

system,

ti

i

paso, Texas.
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The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

if

80 in Mexico Gity

jf

This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
Anuough not generally known summer is the very
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana,"
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, bo
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlg-- s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip undJr
"The White Umbrella."

i

The Mexican Central
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to tX
Call on or address,
points In Mexico.
C. R. HUDSON,
Y. D. MURDOCK,
W. S. MEAD,
C. A., El Paso. O. F. & P. A.,Mexlco.
A. G. & P. A., Mexico

A Badge of

the

u rlington.
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlingengine-man- ,
ton uniform, whether on train-mabrakeman,
or agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideratiion of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
.
soldier." Nebraska City News.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER
BURLINGTON

.

DAILY OVER

RAILS ALL THE WAY.

Ticket Office, 103917th St
G. W.'VALLERY,

General

A?en,

DENVER.

at

E. H DUNBAR.

C1

IM(

HUM Sw

THE ALBUQUKKQUE
Gtt Voir

SOCORRO COUNTY ELECTION CASE

winter Soli
Made

) No. 4011.

)
Baca,
On
Gallon covers aw 8quare Feet
Respondent, )
TWO COATS
This Is a contPEt, under the election
law, for the office of treasurer and ex- officlo collector of Socorro county.
The contestant, Abeyta, was the candidate for treasurer and collector of
Socorro county on the republican ticket, to which office he was duly and
regularly nominated by that party In
convention. The respondent, Baca, was
the candidate for the same office o;i
the democratic ticket. The conventions
which nominated these candidates
were each held In the city of Socorro
on the 2nd and 3rd days of October,
1902. By reason of some dissension
in the republican party, a number of
republicans convened In the public
rlaza of that city on the 3rd day of October, about midday, and arranged to
hold a convention of independent republicans at 5 o'clock In the afternoon
of said day; such convention, however,
was not held until 7 o'clock In the
See the Prime Bee the Goods.
Single buggy harness $0.00 to $20.00. evening, at which time they organized
nomDouble buggy harness, $15X0 to $25. as Independent republicans, and excepX C and Brass Mounted, harness, inated a ticket which, with the
tion of the republican delegate to con915.50 to $20.00.
gress, was Identical with the ticket
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
nominated by the democratic party of
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
that day. It appears, however, that
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
or two of the candidates nominatone
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
ed on the democratic ticket were reBlankets, etc., etc.
publicans.
At the convention held on the evening of October 3 by the- independent
Mbuquerque republicans, they adopted resolutions
406 Railroad Ave
declaring their principles or the reasons for the organization of the party
perfected a party organization, and
adopted as their emblem the American
flag enclosed with a square. The re
publican party in convention on the
same day, betwen the hours of 3 and
4 o'clock in the afternoon, by resolu
tion, duly adopted the American flag
tb,eir party emblem.
"316 West Railroad Avenue. as Nothing
further was done by either

Hermene

G.

Flutter's Supplies 1

if

j sit

Tlios F. Kellier

-

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

VO

PIONEER BAKERY

000-0-

0

the republican organization or the Independent
republican organization,
with reference to perfecting the right
of either, to their respective party emblems, adopted by the respective conventions, by way of filing a duly authenticated certificate thereof, until
October 29, 26 days after the conventions adopting t'.ie respective emblems
had adjourned. On October 29 at 11
o'clock in the forenoon, the certificates
required by statute, duly certifying the
adoption of a party emblem and the
nomination of a ticket, together with a
printed ticket, embracing the emblem
and candidates ncminated by each of
said conventions, were duly filed in the
office of the probate clerk In the city
of Socorro, as required by statute. The
made by the probate
endorsement
clerk on each of these certificates is
as follows:
On the republican certificate:
"Territory of New Mexico, Socorro
County, bb. This instrument of writing
was filed for record on the 29th day of
October, A. D. 1902. at 11 o'clock a. m..
and duly recorded In Vol.
on
of
page
.
II. O. Baca, probate clerk
and recorder, by E. V. Baca, deputy."
On the Independent republican certificate:
"Territory of New Mexico, Socorro
County, ss. This instrument of writing
was filed for record on the 29th day of
October, A. D. 1902, at 11 o'clock a. m.,
and duly recorded in Vol.
on
of
page
.
H. G. Baca, firobate clerk
and recorder, by E. V. Baca, deputy."
Each of these endorsements was accompanied with an Impress of the seal
of the probate tourt of Socorro county.
Each endorsement was made by a rubber stamp, In blank, the year, month,
day and hour and the signatures
thereto, being filled In with pen and
Ink.

The whole number of Independent
republican votes that were cast and
counted In this election were 324. It Is
contended on the part of the contestant that the 324 Independent republican tickets cast and counted in said
election are illegal and void, for the
reason that the American flag within a
square is the same or a similar device
to that adopted by the republican party; and that it was calculated to mislead and deceive; and that the Independent republicans had no right to
use such emblem.
The statute regulating the adoption
of a party emblem is as follows:
"That hereafter it shall be lawful for
any political convention held in this
territory or county thereof for the purpose of nominating candidates to be
voted for at any election held in this

the- It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It

It contains the laxative principles of plants.
It contains the carminative principles of plants.
It contains wholesome aromatic liquids which are
agreeable and refreshing to the taste.

is pure.

All are pure.
All are delicately blended.
All are skillfully and scientifically compounded.

is gentle.
is pleasant.
is efficacious.

Its value is due to our method of manufacture
and to the originality and simplicity of the

is not expensive.
is good for children.

combination.

is excellent for ladies.

To get its teneficial effects -- buy the genuine.

is convenient for business men.

Manufactured by

is perfectly safe under all circumstances.
is used

0''.
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Staple and

Fancy Groceries
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

HOTEL CLAIRE...

When in Albuquerque it will interest
you to visit the Navajo Blanket

De-

partment of

(aufqrnia Ifa Syrvp
Louisville, Ky.

convention adopting such
mark or designating device, and it
shall be unlawful for any person or
persons whatsoever after the adoption
and filing of such mark or designating
device to print or cause to be printed,
utter, distribute or circulate, or cause
to be uttered, printed or circulated,
any ticket or ballot having thereon
such mark or designating device with
any name printed thereon other thau
the name or names of the candidate
or candidates nominated by the political convention adopting such mark or
designating device.
." Com
piled Laws of 1897, Sec. 1633.
From a reading of this section It appears that it Is only upon the filing of
the certificate that a party acquires
priority in the use of the emblem
which It adop'3. From and after the
time of the filing it Is made unlawful
for any other political convention, person or persons In such county to adopt
or use any such mark or designating
device for election purposes. The adoption and prior filing of an emblem arc
essential to give any party the sole
right to its use as an emblem, as
against any other convention or person.
At the time the Independent republicans adop'e-- their emblem, tho republicans had acquired no exclusive right
to the use of the American flag In the
county of Socorro for the election of
1902, for the reason that at that time
no certificate had been filed. It was
therefore legal, and not within the prohibitions of the statute, for the Inde
pendent republicans to adopt the flag
within a square at a time such ac
tion was taken by their convention.
Had the republicans, however, filed
their certificate first the action of their
convention In adopting the American
flag as the emblem of their party in
Socorro county for the election of 1902
would have been given vitality, and
their exclusive right to such emblem
would thereby have been established,
and the use of such emblem by any
other party or person would thereafter
be unlawful. But the two certificates
having been filed concurrently, no
priority In the use of the emblem
adopted by either convention was acquired. Both were legal and regular
at the time of the'.r adoption, and priority could only be given by priority In
the filing of the certificate. There
no priority in the filing of either
certificate, but the filing of both concurrent, the emblem and ticket of each
party Is legal and regular, and could
legally be cast and counted.
It has been urged on behalf of the
contestant that the filing of tho republican certificate, although concurrent
with the filing of the Independent republican certificate, related back, and
became operative from the time of the
adoption of the emblem by the republican convention, and that thereby the
republicans gained an exclusive right
to the American flag. This Is not the
legal rule. The filing or recording of
an Instrument In writing only relates
back to the date of Its execution or delivery when the statute flxeB the time
within which such filing must be made
after Its execution or delivery. (Clark
vs. White, 12 Peters, 178; Hanson vs.
Cochran, 31 Atlantic Reporter, 800.)
Where there Is no statute fixing the
time after delivery within which a
written instrument must be filed or recorded, priority Is acquired from the
moment of filing or recording. Here
the statute makes priority date from
the time the certificate 1b filed, and
the common law rule has no application. To hold that the filing of the cer
tificate of adoption of an emblem re-- '
lutes back to the time of its adoption,
would put It In the power of a few persons to bold a convention In a remote
precinct of a county at an early day In
the canvass and to refrain from filing
a certificate of adoption until the evening before election, and thereby defeat the use of such emblem by any
party whom they might have reason to
believe would adopt such emblem for
their party ticket to be used In the
same canvass and within the same
be-In- g

PLAN- fl

Proprietor and Owner.

Railroad Time Tables

THE HYDE EXPORING
EXPEDITION OF
NEW MEXICO AND NEW YORK.

The largest stock of Navajo Blankets
and Indian Goods in the world, didtdt
205 South First Street, opposite Santa
(In Effect Nov. 1, 1302.)
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. S, Californja Limited .... 10 : 50 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited .,...11:65 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
11:00 pm
No. 27, Mexico Express
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
8:05 a.m.
No. t, Atlantic Express
No, 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
6:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
Nf 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
and No. 2 from the west.
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
'
and they arrive dally.
Local freight No. 89, going south,
carries passengers.
F.b. MYERS, Agent
.

.....

best family laxative

adopt by resolution some mark or designating device to be printed on the
face of and at the head of the ticket or
ballot containing the names of the candidates for office nominated by such
convention, and when such mark or
designating device shall have been
adopted by such convention and an
imprint of such ballot or ticket containing such mark or designating device so adopted and the names of the
candidate or candidates nominated by
such convention, and certified to by
the presiding officer of such convention and the secretary thereof, shall
have been filed with the probate clerk
of the county In which such convention was held. It shall be unlawful for
any other political convention, person
or persons in such county to adopt or
use any such mark or designating device for election purposes, or to cause
the same to be placed or printed on
any ticket or ballot to be voted at such
election without having printed on
such ticket or ballot all of the names
of the candidates nominated by the

Dealer

UtU. t. tLLIS,

It Is wholly free from objectionable substances.

territory or any county thereof, to political

J. A. SKINNER
In

PROOF,
FIRE
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
AND
BATHS
SANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
8AMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN

Fe Depot.!

after-effect- s.

Nw York.

N. Y.

FOit SALE BY ALL LEADXO DRVQGtSTH

M.

SANTA FE, N. M

It acts gently without unpleasant

world produces.

Wedaing : Cake : a : Specialty
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Its component parts are all wholesome.

by millions of families the world over.
stands highest, as a laxative, with physicians.
If you use it you have the best laxative the

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

E07
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Syrup, of fugs

8IMON

We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
Albuquerque, N.
8. First St.,
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Win
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'Respondents

Ordered Dismissed

.Contest

at'

Judge Daniel II. McMillan yesterday
morning at Santa Fe rendered his deWILLIAM
cision In the Socorro county election
contect case. The contest was brought
in the Fifth Judicial district court,
county, and Is entitled Abran
GLEASNEg Socorro
Abeyta. contestant, vs Hermene G.
The contest was
Raca, respondent.
for the office of treasurer and
THE TAILOR
collector of Socorro county. The
notice of contest was dismissed by the
2161-- 2 S0D!h court and Judgment ordered In favor
of the respondent.
The decision in full is as follows:
Second St.
District Court, Fifth Judicial District
Alboqncrqoc
of New Mexico, Socorro County.
)
Abran Abeyta,
)
Contestant,
READY - MIXED PAIN

DEVOE'S

DAILY C1T1ZLN THURSDAY

county.
Had the court considered the oral
testimony as to whether or not either
certificate was filed before the other it
would have been led to the conclusion
that the preponderence of such evidence showed that the independent republican certificate was filed first; uut
the endorsements made by tho probate
clerk on the backs of tho certificates
showing that each was filed at 11
o'clock on the morning of October 29,
having been made at a time when the
office was open for business, and being
regular on their face, the court has
taken such endorsements to be conclusive as to the time when the certificates were actually filed.
The court is therefore of the opinion
that both the republican tickets and
the Independent republican tickets
cast and counted In Socorro county In
the election of 1902, so far as the Infringement of t!ie emblem of either by
the other Is concerned, were regular
and legal and should stand as counted
and certified by the board of county
comm'ssloners of said county.
This disposes of the only question
raised by the notice of contest on be
Tho various
half of the contestant.
other questions raised by the answer
and the replication are unnecessary to
consider, for the reason that no different result would be attained by any
decision the court might reach upon
such fitiest'.ons. The notice of contest
Is therefore iHsmissed, and Judgment
ordered in favcr of the respondent.
DANIEL H. McMlLLAN,
District Judge.
After rendering the above decision.
Judge McMillan approved the bonds of
the county officials elected and having
a majority of votea on November 4
last, the above case ueiag a test for all
of them. The approved bonds have
been mailed to the successful candi
dates at Socorro.
Finds Way To Livo Lone.
of a
The startling announcement
discovery that will surely lengthen life
Is made by editor O. li. Downey, of
Churubusco, Ind., "I wish to state," h'e
writes, "that Dr. King's New Discovery
for consumption Is the most infallible
remedy that I have ever known for
coughs, colds and grip. It's invaluable
to people with weak lungs. Having
this wonderful medicine no one need
dread pneumonia or consumption. It's
relief Is Instant and cure certain." All
druggists guarantee every 50c and
$1.00 bottle, and give trial bottles free.
Another Woman's "Playhouse."
New York, Jan. 15. Not deterred liy
the disasterous and expansive venture
of Mrs. Osborne and her "playhouse,"
Miss Ktta Reed (Mrs. Corse Pay ton)
today opened the "Mrs. Payton's Playhouse." Miss Reed designs the affair
to be a woman's venture all through
and among other Innovations are women ushers and an orchestra composed exclusively of women.
Scientific Deeccvery.
Kodol does for the EtomacU that
which It Is unable to do for Itself, even
when but slightly disordered or overload. Kodol supplies the natural Juices
of digestion and does the work of the
stomach, relaxing the nervous tension,
whllo the Inflamed muscles of that
oragn are allowed to rest and heal.
Kodol digests what you eat and enables the stomach and digestive organs to transform all food Into rich,
red blood. J. H. O Rielly & Co. and B.
11. Brlggs & Co.
A

COMING EVENTS.

Thursday Evenings Dance at Odd
Fellows' hall given by Mrs. B. Frank
Fillmore.
'
Thursday evenings Dance at Grant
hall given by Mrs. Rosa Berry.
January
"The Krause Tailor"
at Colombo hall.
January
Midwinter carnival
at El Paso.
January 19 First annual ball of the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen at
Colombo ball.
12-1- 8

13-1-

Subscribe for the CltUen.

Miss Cornelia P. Crane, for many
years a resident of Santa Fe, and for
some time private secretary of Governor Otero, was married at Denver,
Colo., on the 10th of January, to Per-clvLlndsey, of Texas. The lady has
many friends In thts city, who will Join
The Citizen In wishing her and husband a happy married life.
al
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'fills Is what you save when you burn
Cemllos lump $5.00 per ton. Hahn,
both 'phones.
o

Carpenters' and machinists tools of
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
company.
o

L. Brackett & C.,
the new blacksmiths on Copper ave
vV.

nue, between Second and Third streets,
have received a new rubber tiring
machine and guarantee their work.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
Plumbing.
We have added a plumbing depart-meand tin shop to our business.
When you have anything In this line
to be done sue us about It before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.

nt

We make tne nest aoor and window
screens. They are far superior to any
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A,
T. Telephone No. 463.
Have you seen that blue enameled
steel ware a: the Albuquerque Hardware company's store. It Is the most
beautiful and ornamental ware evc
seen in Albuquerque.

Have You
Anything

To

Exchange ?

Have you a farm and do you
wint to trade It for a grocery
etore?
Have you a horse and do yeu
want to exchange it for a
piano?
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a
camera?
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade it for a bookcase?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
a rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
fcr a punching bag?
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange it
for a baby carriage?
Have you a stove and do you
want to trade it for a refrig-

erator?
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange him for a
rooster?

It Casts You only tc a

wN

In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.
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Local Happening

and Women's Shoes $4.00 cut to $3.00
and Women's Shoes 3.50 cut to 2.85
and- Women's Shoes
3.25 cut to 2.50
and Women's Shoes 3.00 cut to 2.25
2.85 cut to 2,15
and Women's Shoes
2.50 cut to 2.00
and Women's Shoes
1.35 cut to 1.15
Felt Slippers

Men
Men
Men
Men
Men
Men

-

Patent Leather Colonials

DESE&L

CAUGHT RED HANDED,
as It were, with an overstock of apple
butter, Jams, jellies, mince meats and
pickles for our space, so that these
toothsome dainties can be bought af a
reasonable figure this week. We have
everything for the tabel and kitchen
In the line of groceries that could possibly be needed In high grade goods at
bed rock prices.

J

L. BELL & CO.

Nos. 118 and

of days.

'month.

1

AND HERE IS WHAT BRINGS THEM

3.50 cut to 1.85

for Women

(....COMING OUR WAY....

Oswald Skinner, the young man formerly employed nt J. W. Edwards'
parlors, but has been sick
M. C. Nettleton lia3 moved his office the past two months, is reported to be
from Seeoii Mi cot to It. L. Hudson's mending rapidly.
store on Gol.l avenue.
W. V. Wolvin, n.
S.. ricntai Surlion. Al ran Abeyta and brother. geon Santa Fe Pacific, liaikoad,
G:ant
They
Richard, are up fiom Socorro.
Mock. Both 'phones.
will ret hi ii h mc tonight.
o
Don't forgot Mrs. Rosa Berry's ( lass
Miss Anna Hush, assistant clerk at
the local Ind'an schools, has gone to and social dance at the Grant hall
Thursday night.
jjl Paso to virlt a few days.
InCharles L. Poran, the pnstofllce
We Are Using the Ax
spector, was at Santa Ke Tuesday, on youth's suits; Your choice of $,
checldiiK :y the otilce there.
$7 ami $8 suits now only $5.
E. L. WASHBURN.
Charles F. Myers, mayor of the city,,
Is staying at home these days. He Is
Notice.
threatened with pneumonia.
The Rico Cafe rerves the best meals
Miss lltien Roarrup and Miss Ethel
Fluke, both suffering with erysipelas, in the city at 13 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up. Ill North First
are reported considerably hotter.
street.
promoters
F. H. Mitchell, one of the
of the tent city nt Santa Fe, has rePon't forget Mrs. Rosa Berry's class
turned from a trip to ths capital.
and social dance at the Grant hall
A meeting of the Woman's auxiliary Thursday night.
will be hold at St. John's rectory to$10 and $12 Suits go at.... $8.75
$16.50 and $18 Overcoats
$lfi, $18 and $20 Suits go
TRY ONE
morrow (Friday) nt 2:30 o'clock.
go at
at
screened,
$13.75
of
$13.75
hand
Of
tons
those
nice
$4 and $4.CV Trorrsors go
Governor M. A. Otero, wife and son.
go
$13.50
$14
$15
Suits
and $15 Overcoats
yard
$12,
and
lump
Clarkville
at the
Miguel, have returned to Santa Fe medium
at
$2.90
go at
at
Both
and you wiU use no other.
$11.75
$11.75
from their visit to eastern cities.
'phones.
$10 and $ 12.50 Overcoats
$2.50 and $3 Trousers go
$3 Trousers go
$4.50
and
Miss Helen McClannahan la absent
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
go at ..
at
at
$1.90
$8.75
$3.00
from her position at the big I.lon dry
goods store on account of sickness.
FOR TREES, VINES, ETC.,
rrr
Mrs. P. A. Mooro, who fell yesterday See Whltcomb, Eighth and Tijeras.
and fractured a bone In her hip, is reNew Rag Carpets.
ported resting easy today considering
$3.50 and $4 Shoes are now
her advanced age.
Made to order at my home, 1119
$2.90
.B.r:
;
$6 Hanan odd Shoos are now
A. N. Turner, day ticket agent, said South First street; also rug making.
$3.90
this morning that more than loo peo- Mrs. E. L. Emerson.
$1.25 and $1.50 Percale Shirts are now ....
75
ple have bought tickets for El Paso
$1.25 and $1.75 Neglige Shirts are now ....
95?
since Monday evening.
$1.25 and $1.50 Underwear, per suit, now .
90
Mrs. B. Frank Fillmore's danc- Fire threatened the house occupied
now
per
....
suit,
Underwear,
$3
1,00
and
$2.75
FelOdd
meet
at
Ing
will
class
ly Mrs. Mary Johnson, on Iron avenue,
$4 and $5 Underwear, per suit, now
lows' hall Thursday night prompt- $2.90
yesterday afternoon.
A bucket of
8
ly
o'clock.
at
.4 pair for 25
danger.
Black and Tan Hose, now
water removed the
Four In Hands, latest shapes, now
Thomas Hall, of the square music
45
dealers. Hall & Learnard, will leave toOurQreen Tag Sale is a b g success b tea use such prices as these cannot be matched anywhere.
night for a business trip to the towns
The Whltson Music company
II
along the Santa Fe Pacific.
cent
discount
will give a 20 per
complete
most
on the largest and
Andrew Axelson, the accommodating clerk and plona tuner for the Whlt-so- n V line of musical instruments, in- eluding the best makes of pianos
Music company, has gone to EI
X
in the southwest.
Paso for a month's vacation.
Hon. A. M. Blackwell, senior memMONEYIOLOAN
ber of the firm of nlackwell & Wielan-dBook company, of St. Louis, Is here
On diamonds,' watches or any good
locking after his many interests.
security. Great bargains In watches
e
The furniture house of W. V.
of every description.
& Co., delivered yesterday,
by
A. H. YANOW
contract, thirty new chairs to St. 209 South Second street, a few doors
north of postofflce.
Mi7'i new hall on Sixth avenue.
Miss Anna Hase returned to Santa
Fe this morning after a week's visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hase, 413 West Silver avenue.
Washington Irwin, wife and daugh
A CLEAN SHAVE
ter, Miss Alice Irwin, will leave the
city next Thursday tor San Piego, Cal.,
you can always have wnen using
where they will reside In the future.
one of our fine tempered steel
Mrs. McMillan was the guest of
razors. Our stock of fine cuthonor at a pleasant party given at the
lery Is all of the best cutting
home of Professor and Mrs. A. B.
quality, whether it be carving
Stroup, North Walter street, yesterday
afternoon.
knives, pocket knives, shears,
Messrs. Jacob Gross, of St. Louis,
We keep nothing
or scissors.
and C. C. Robins, of East Las Vegas,
quality, and our
best
the
but
members of the wholesale grocery
ground down
been
prices have
house of Gross, Kelly & Co., are Albuquerque visitors.
as sharp as our cutlery.
Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
Rev. Henry C. Thompson, superin
tendent of instruction in theology at
Roofing Iron,
and Bale
the Menaul mission school for boys.
a
pleasant
visit
with
from
has returned
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe
friends at Santa Fe.
Valves.
Regular services will be held In
Steam
12Q WEST GOLD AVENUE.
Temple Albert at 7:45, Friday eve
'
the Lowest Prices
ning.
Sermon by RahM Kaplan, devoted to character sketch of Moses.
The public is Invited to atend.
P. A. Ortega, of Sabinal, Socorro
county, Is In the city today. He will
The Pioneer Osteopath of New Mexico
go up to Santa Fe tomorrow morning.
MACHINISTS'
ENGINEERS'
cure: by the
He Is one of the legislative representatives for Socorro and fcsierra counties.
Roland Stevens, with the Purango
All Diseases Which are Known as
surveying corps, arrived last night,
curable.
Ralph Punbar arriving the night be'
Osteopathic
literature.
for
Send
Engineer
others
and
Farweil
fore.
Free.
Consultation
city
to
will undoubtedly reach the
night.
Office: 21-2- 3
Regular communication of Temple
4H
lodge. No. 6, A. F. & A. M., thlB eve
ning at 7:30. Work in the M. M. degree Visiting brethren cordially in
vited. By order of the W. M. Robert
Abraham, secretary.
James Eakln, of Melini & Eakin,
TRY THE
who was at Belen, has returned to the
city. While at Belen, Mr. Eakln arranged for bis firm to start a branch
wholesale and retail liquor establishMMMBSSSllSBSS"--"- "
ment there In a short time.
aMaHMMBBSMSMS
Clarence French, for a number of
years a trusted employe of John
Souvenir Teaepoons, beautiful new die work,
Bbeker, of Belen, but recently of
from the best photograph of the "Hotel
horse ranch In the Rio Grande
valley, Is In the city meeting old acAlvarado" ever taken. Gold bowl
quaintances. He will go to Belen tonight.
ONLY $1.50 EACH.
Mrs. Solomon Luna, of Ixis Lunas,
morning
passed through the city this
going to Santa Fe.
Hon. bolomon
S. VANN & SON.
E. A. PAGE, Ph. U.
Lima, who has been at Washington,
Proprietors.
Manager.
Is
statehood,
working
for
P. C
to arrive at Santa Fe Saturday
night.
W. H. Harris, Junior member of the
firm of Jones & Harris, owners of the
Cabinet, was presented with a beautiTHE DIAMOND PALACE
ful Eagle charm of the latest design by
of
a
token
as
Cabinet
boys
of
the
the
Railroad Ave
Albuquerque Leading
their high esteem and regard for Mr.
HarriB. The charm is made of the real
I
claws of an eagle, set with a solid gold
of

of Felt Slippers and broken line of Men'?, Women's and
Children's shoes. We must close them out before Spring
and have cut the prices accordingly. We have not all
sizesyours may be here and in this case we can save
you money. DON'T YOU WANT TO FIND OUT?
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eagle and gold trimmings. Mr. Harris,
a prominent Eagle, appreciates a gift
of this nature, as only an Eagle can
appreciate, a present from his friends.
Miss Virginia Otero, of Santa Fe,
passed through the city this morning
on route home from El Paso, where
she was a carnival visitor for a couple

Htiiiy Connolly went to El Paso iast
to fop the carnival.
nltfht
!
George P. I.eainnrd whs lim;t to a
small party of bachelor fi lends lnpt
1 night.
Carnlvnl viFitors returning from Kl
Paso Fay that rain and snow fell there
yesterday.
Rev. n. M. C'raip left this morning
for Now York city to lie pone a couple

Closing Out Sale

1.r

10 Couth Second St

SHOES AND, FURNISHINGS

75-ce-

Instead of Waiting....
Until the End of the Season, We Offer the Balance of Our Felt Goods Now While You Still
Have Use for Them

.

.

y

Fett Slipper, plain or fur trimmed, felt or leather soles, for Men, Wo
men and Children, also Infants' Romeo, and carriage boots; all go at cost
to close them out. Get your size while they last.

T. MUENSTERMAN:
Opposite Pottoffice.

224 South Second St.

MONEY TO LOAN.

On dlamonas, watcnes, etc., or any
security; also househoVl goods
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
foods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue
Rood

tk.''.I

CITY

,V

NEW.

.

' Acorn base burners.

The world
Standard. Whitney Comapny.
Look Into Kleinwort's market on
North Third street. He baj the nicest
fresh meats In the city.
e are
lb Mexican drawn
ork
showing a b!j ' assortment. Albert
faber. Su5 Railroad avenue.
It you wlsii to give your gentleman
friend a nice present get a box of Klr-ate- r
Bros.' cigars.
Gentlemen! let us mse your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
We are closing out our felt slippers
and broken HneB of men's, women's
and children's shoes at greatly reduced prices. They are all stylish, up to
date goods, made on the latest lasts
and guaranteed to give satisfaction.
Bead our ad and examine our window.
C May's popular priced shoe store,
208 West Railroad avenue.
'

0. W. STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers
and
- Embalmers
20 Years' Experience In
201-21-

1

this City

North Second
BOTH PHONES.
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E. J. POST

WHOLESALE
HARDWARE

Albuquerque Hardware Company

DR. C. H. CONNER
Science of Osteopathy
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SUPPLIES

Whiting Block

Overcoats

o

Bar
Fittings,
Fittings, Brass

Ties,

wat

Subscribe for The Citizen.
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From this date we plsce on sale
all our WINTER OVERCOATS,
comprising the latest styles In
all new cuts, at a reduction from
our former low prices of

20
Everyone can afford a good
warm overcoat at this figure.

E. L. WASHBURN
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POSTAL PHARMACY
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